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FIRST produced at the Gaiety Theatre, Manchester,

by Miss Horniman's Company, under the direction

of Lewis Casson, September 22nd, 1913, with the

following cast :
-

CHARACTERS
THOMAS SCOTT,

j
BREMBER WlLLS .

General Draper )

SCOTT,
JDOBOTHYHICK.his Wife

(
SYBIL THOBNDIKE.

LEONABD, LEONABD CHAPMAN.
the Children

GEOBGE RUFFOBD, N D VIQORS
E
ii
VKE

JK
URY ' NOEL SPENCEB.

Neighbours t

JOHNNY TITE,
Scott s Lodger

HABTLY PETEBS, ) TT -D^.

a Friend of Tito's 1

H RACE BRAHAM '

WicKSTEED
JBEBNABD COPPING

oi the Courtney Company )

MAY RUFFOBD CHBISTIE LAWS.

LUCY GBIFFIN MABY BYBON.

SCENE : Shop parlour at Scott's.

The action lasts over two days.





THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

ACT I

Back parlour of Thomas Scotfs shop. Thursday

evening, and therefore the shop is closed. A
door with upper lialf of frosted glass divides

room from shop. The room is covered with

oilcloth with a sJiabby square of carpet in centre.

Centre table. Shabby but comfortable furniture.

Fireplace L. Piano R. behind door. Hanging
bookcase beside fire. ANNIE SCOTT, a handsome,

lively girl, given to sudden changes of mood, is

sitting at table, trimming a liat. The half of
the table near her is littered with cottons, pins,

etc. Next to her facing footlights sits LEONARD

SCOTT, a slim youth of about fourteen orfifteen,

doing home lessons. Books are scattered over

table and chairs.

[ANNIE thumps the hat doum suddenly
on table and sniffs at it disdain-

fully.

LEONARD. Here, I say, don't shake.

ANNIE. Oh, well, look what a fright it is !
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THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

LEONAED. Why do you make it a fright, then ?

ANNIE. Because she wants a fright, silly.

LEONAED. Whose is it ?

ANNIE [picking up hat again and going on with

work]. Mrs. Webb's.

LEONARD. Oh !

ANNIE. Humph ! Now you know, I suppose.

Fancy her, with her coloured hair, wearing red roses !

LEONAED [with schoolboy humour]. Match her

hair.

ANNIE. There's nothing the matter with the

colour it's what she wears on it. That's what's

wrong. [Pause^ Do you know what I would wear

if I had her hair ?

LEONAED [indifferently]. No.

ANNIE [absorbed in making a bow]. Black

always black. Black tulle and that sort of thing.
Or navy [pause] or perhaps brown something dark,

anyway. Instead of which [sticking in her needle

viciously] she wears red. And I've got to sit and

look at it all through chapel. [Pause, for LEONAED
is not interested.] I wish somebody would have a

pretty hat sometimes. I'm just sick of these

dowdy
LEONAED [suddenly, and leaning back from table].

I say
ANNIE. What ?

LEONAED. You know that scholarship Bert Fairer

got ? [ANNIE nods.] It's going to be applied to our

school.
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i] THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

ANNIE. What, the two years at the Fairley
Grammar ?

LEONARD. 'Urn. Tip-top.
ANNIE. Will Mr. Sumner put you in ?

LEONARD. If I like.

ANNIE. You would like, wouldn't you ?

LEONARD. Like it? Wouldn't I just ! A Fairley

boy can go anywhere.
ANNIE [with conviction]. And you'll get it, too.

LEONARD [with proper modesty]. Oh ! I don't

know.

ANNIE. If that Farrer boy got it, you could. If

you didn't I'd be ashamed of you.
LEONARD. But it's no good me going in for it

ANNIE. Why not ? I thought you had more

pluck
LEONARD. Here, hold hard ! Where are you

running to ? I saw Bert Farrer to-day and he tells

me the scholarship doesn't anything like cover the

cost. He says you want no end of tin.

[ANNIE as quickly as she has flared up
as quickly sinks again and looks

dejected.

Old Farrer simply swears over it.

ANNIE. But the scholarship covers the fees ?

LEONARD. And that's all it does. There's a lot

of swagger at the Fairley, and you can't keep out of

it. Besides, it isn't only swagger there are heaps
of books to get and there's the cricket and there's a

Sports Club and all that you've got to be in it.
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THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

ANNIE. Are you sure it's a lot? Old Farrer

would swear over 6%d.

LEONARD. Bert says it works out about 15 a

year. [Silence.] [ANNIE gives a big sigh.] Dad
couldn't do that, could he ?

ANNIE. It's hateful to be poor.

LEONARD. It's jolly rotten. [Pause.] Why doesn't

Dad sell the biz ?

ANNIE [scornfully']. Who's going to buy it?

Who will ever want a shanty like this ? [With biting

sarcasm] It isn't as if we were the only draper in

the road ! Do you know, I counted them last Friday
the drapers' shops between here and the "

King's
Tavern "

twenty-four, my dear. Isn't it stupid ?

No. Nobody will ever buy this place. It's a mercy
it pays us it just does that.

LEONARD [gallantly]. And that's your hat-

trimming. I heard Mother and Dad talking about it

last night.

ANNIE [not displeased]. Oh, go on ! [Suddenly]

Do you ever think what you'd do if you had some

money ?

LEONARD. No what's the use ?

ANNIE. What's the use ? Why, there's your

scholarship for one thing
LEONARD. If I haven't got the money for it I

haven't.

ANNIE. Oh, well ! it amuses me. I go to sleep

thinking about it sometimes. First thing I'd do

would be to sell the biz

10



i] THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

LEONARD. Who to ? You said just now
ANNIE [ignoring him]. Or give it away anything

to get rid of it. Then I'd pack Mother and Dad off

to Tunbridge Wells

LEONARD [startled], Tunbridge Wells ?

ANNIE. Haven't you ever heard Mother talk of it ?

That's where she wants to die. She told me so. It's

where she met Father.

LEONARD. It's such a funny place to want to go to.

ANNIE. Well, anyway, they don't think it funny.
I'd pack them off there and then I'd go to Paris.

[This ivith an air of triumph.]

LEONARD [staring harder]. Paris ! Paris !

ANNIE. Paris. I'd pay a premium and go into

a first-class milliner's shop and learn the thing

properly, and then I'd come back here and make a

splash. I'd have a shop, a showroom, you know in

Bond Street or Sloane Street, and I'd wear a gown
with a train and I'd simply bust up the town.

[LEONARD is still staring ivhcn ANNIE

suddenly drops to earth.

But I haven't got the money.
LEONARD. And if you had I can see Dad letting

you go to Paris.

ANNIE. If I had the money, do you think Dad
could stop me ? He's a dear old thing, of course,

but you know he's just frightfully old-fashioned.

Look at the fuss he made over that whist drive !

LEONARD [with a big grin]. But you went,

though.
11



THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT1

[ACT

ANNIE [with decision]. Of course I went. Do

you think I'm going to give in to him ? though he is

a dear old thing. He must learn, you know. He's

getting better over the theatre already.
LEONARD. He can't say much when they give

dramatic recitals round at the chapel.
ANNIE. But he's dead against them. You know

he never goes to the Literary those nights. He

always makes a fuss when I go, unless it's Shakespeare.

[Ring heard off.] That's May. [Rises.] You won't

tell Dad about this scholarship, will you ? It would

only bother him if he couldn't afford it

LEONAED [indignantly]. What do you take me
for?

ANNIE. I thought perhaps you might forget
LEONARD [huffily]. Leave Dad to me.

ANNIE. Don't cut up. I didn't mean anything.

[At door] I'm awfully sorry, Len, you can't go in

for it

LEONARD [bending over his books]. It doesn't

matter I never thought I should. Here, let her in.

She'll get a beastly cold in her pretty nose.

[ANNIE goes R.

[For the moment or two before she

comes back LEONARD stops writing,

and, biting the end of his pen,

gazes into space. Voices are

heard. With a rather big sigh
he sets to work again. ANNIE

returns with MAY RUFFORD, a



i] THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

pretty, round-faced girl, as f>lacid

as ANNIE is vehement.

[LEONABD looks up and nods.

MAY. Busy as usual, Len ?

LEONARD. Of course. As IVe said before, I have

to work.

MAY [prettily]. Rude boy.

ANNIE [clearing away MRS. WEBB'S hat]. He
covers the table with his books and a bottle of ink.

That's about all. How do you like this hat,

May ?

LEONARD. If you are going to talk hats, I can't

work.

ANNIE. Go away, then. We shan't miss you.
MAY. How horrid she is to you !

LEONARD [with a prodigious wink]. She is sisterly,

aren't you, Nan ? I'll go into the shop. [Clears

up his books and goes into shop.]

ANNIE [calling after him]. Don't burn more than

one gas burner.

LEONARD [disappearing]. Did you think I was

going to light up the whole blooming show ? [Shuts
door noisily.]

MAY. Does he do his lessons in the shop ?

ANNIE. Often. He throws his books all over the

counter and then he's happy.
MAY. He is a very clever boy.
ANNIE [solemnly]. Nobody knows but me quite

how clever he is. Why, my dear, if we were in

America he might be President. Even here he
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THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

might be Prime Minister or Chancellor of the

Exchequer if we could afford it. But he's got to earn

money as soon as ever he can, so there's no time for

anything.
MAY [soothingly]. Oh ! I'm sure, dear, that he

will make a great name for himself later on. Look

at John Bur

[Knock heard.

ANNIE. There's the post. [Runs off, returning in a

moment with a letter, which she places on the mantel-

shelf.]

MAY. You'll never guess what I came in specially

to say.

ANNIE. Mr. Erskine proposed ?

MAY [confused]. Annie ! What things you say !

ANNIE. Well, you know he's going to do it.

What is it then ?

MAY. Father is going to let me go to a real dance.

ANNIE [excitedly]. Really ! How lovely !

MAY. Isn't it ?

ANNIE. Where is it ?

MAY. At the Town Hall.

ANNIE. The Town Hall ? Glorious ! All night ?

MAY. Oh, no ! It finishes at eleven.

ANNIE. Who are you going with ?

MAY. Cousin Hilda her husband's M.C. and

er Mr. Erskine.

ANNIE. How simply ice cream ! And what are

you going to wear ?

MAY. White, I think perhaps pink but I haven't

14



i] THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

decided yet. Do you think Mr. Scott would let you
come ?

ANNIE [dejected at once]. You know he wouldn't.

What an idea ! Oh, it's really too disgusting such

fads ! And they're only fads, too. They'll wear off

as he gets older and then I shall have lost all mychances.

MAY. Did he ever find out that they had dancing
at the Farcers

1

parties ?

ANNIE. No. [Argumentatively] It wasn't the

same thing, was it ? You can't help what people do

to amuse you at parties.

MAY. Weren't they just lovely !

ANNIE. Weren't they! Listen. That's some-

body. It must be Mr. Tite.

MAY. Your father and mother gone to chapel ?

ANNIE. Yes, it's week night service, and then

there's a church meeting. [Tap at door.] Come in.

[JOHNNY TITE enters, rather awkwardly.
He is a round-faced fair-haired

young fellow of perhaps 27 or so.

He is a little clumsy and shy in

manner, and rather badly dressed.

JOHNNY [shakes hands with MAY]. Good evening.

[To ANNIE] Excuse me, but I brought home a friend

of mine Peters I wanted to he thought he would
like [Drops his voice as if on a delicate matter]
It's about that other room your mother wants to let.

ANNIE. Mother is at chapel. What a pity !

JOHNNY. Oh, it's no matter, no matter ! [Backs to

door.]

15



THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

ANNIE. Where is your friend ? Mother won't be

very long.

JOHNNY. He's out in the passage. [Jerks his

head towards door.]

ANNIE. Ask him in to wait if he would like to do so.

[JOHNNY goes out clumsily. MAY and

ANNIE speak in whispers and

arrange their hair and general

appearance.
MAY. Who is he ?

ANNIE. Mr. Peters at the Bank. He's a hush,

here they are. [Sits back.]

[JOHNNY enters, and with him MB.

HAETLY PETEKS. PETEES IS a

smart young fellow of about the

same age as JOHNNY, but he is easy

in manners and dresses ivell. He
bows politely and is obviously

ready to impress the ladies.

JOHNNY [thrusting his hands into his pockets].

My friend Mr. Hartly Peters Miss Annie Scott

Miss Rufford.

PETEES [glancing at the still littered table]. I

hope I am not interrupting you.

ANNIE [hastily gathering the litter into a heap

ivhich she transfers to a drawer]. I've finished.

Won't you sit down ?

[PETEES and JOHNNY sit. LEONAED

looks in from shop.

LEONAED, Hullo !

16



i] THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

JOHNNY. Hullo ! [LEONABD nods to PETERS.] [To
ANNIE as she puts away tulle, etc.] Another creation ?

Miss Scott is the best hat trimmer in West London,
Peters.

PETERS. I'm sure of it.

JOHNNY. If you see any woman wearing a hat that

is just what it should be, you can say to yourself
'

" That's Miss Scott's work."

ANNIE. Don't talk like that, Mr. Tite. I'd be

ashamed to own up to most of the hats I trim. If

people would only let me choose for them !

JOHNNY [incredulous]. Don't they?
ANNIE [hotly]. Hear that, May ! Well, really,

Mr. Tite, you sit in the next pew to us at chapel and

you look at all those hideous hats in front of you,
and then you dare to suggest I choose them. You
must think I've got taste.

PETERS [coming to the rescue], I am afraid he's

too busy looking at the faces underneath, Miss Scott.

LEONARD. He can only see their back hair. [To

JOHNNY] I say, what do you think she [nods to ANNIE]

wants to do ? Wants to go to Paris !

[JOHNNY and MAY look astounded.

PETERS interested.

PETERS. Very good idea. So do I.

LEONARD. None of your week ends for her, though.
She wants to hat trim over there.

MAY. Paris ! Why, Annie !

JOHNNY [feebly]. Paris !

ANNIE. Len, you're a little beast. Well, and if I

P.T.S. 17 B



THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

do, don't look so horrified. I want to go for business

purposes.
JOHNNY. But you can trim hats so splendidly

already
ANNIE [witheringly]. I can cover them, you

mean. However, I'm not going to Paris.

PETERS [again coming to the rescue]. Tite,

you've forgotten what we were talking about outside.

JOHNNY [still overwhelmed]. What was it ?

PETERS. Tite tells me you are full of ideas and

suggestions, Miss Scott, and I want an idea for a fancy

dress.

I [together]. Are you going to a dance ?
ANNIE j

PETERS [amused]. Yes.

JOHNNY [laughing]. He's a gay spark, Miss Scott.

I don't like to recommend him to Miss Scott.

MAY. Are you coming to the Town Hall on

Tuesday ?

PETERS. Is there a dance then ? Perhaps I will.

But this is at one of the Courtney rooms.

ANNIE [with almost bated breath]. The Courtney
that's a public dancing hall.

LEONARD. There's more than one.

PETERS. What do you know about them ?

LEONARD. Bob Courtney is one of our chaps.

They opened a new hall at Hornsey last week.

PETERS. They are going to open one here.

MAY. Oh ! they mustn't.

ANNIE. Where ?

18



I]

PETERS. They haven't got a site yet.

JOHNNY. There are plenty of places to be had.

PETERS. They want a corner.

ANNIE [echoing it almost breathlessly], A corner!

LEONARD. There's Fleming's.

JOHNNY. He would sell to-morrow, but it's rather

far down the street, isn't it, Peters ?

PETERS. Yes. This corner is the ideal spot, you
know, Miss Scott, [smiling] but, of course, Mr. Scott

does not want to sell.

LEONARD. You ask dad

ANNIE [quickly and holding up a warning finger

behind PETERS]. No, of course not. We we've been

here such along time. We we are part ofthe place.

PETERS. I expect it will be Fleming's. Courtney's
can pay handsomely.

JOHNNY. Fleming, poor beggar, wouldn't quibble at

the price. How that place has gone down, to be sure !

MAY. I thought public dancing halls were very

[pulling herself up suddenly and speaking to PETERS]
but you go, so

JOHNNY [with heavy humour]. That's nothing to

go by, Miss Rufford. He's frightfully dissipated.

PETERS. You must come one night and try them
and you, too, Miss Scott.

ANNIE [Jiastily]. I never go to dances. Father

doesn't believe in dancing.

PETERS. Doesn't believe [stops short].

[ANNIE suddenly rises.

ANNIE. Do you drink cocoa, Mr. Peters ?

19 B2



THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

PETBES. Oh, thanks awfully, but don't

ANNIE. I'm going to make some. [Goes to door.]

Len, you've left the gas on in the shop.

[LEONAED makes a rush for shop.

Put your books away, won't you ?

MAY. I'm coming with you, Annie.

[They go out. LEONAED disappears
into shop.

PETEES. Here, I say, old chap, you didn't let on

they were religious.

JOHNNY. They aren't extra, are they ?

PETEES. Doesn't believe in dancing, eh ? Chapel-

going is nothing, of course, and a bit of hymn
singing ; but fads [He stops as LEONAED comes in

with books and crosses to door R. To LEONAED]
Been stuffing all that into your head ?

JOHNNY. It's a wonder he is a swimming

champion, isn't it ? You'd think he would be top

heavy. [Laughs.]

LEONAED. Chuck it ! [Goes.]

PETEES. What other things does the old chap go

against theatres, I suppose ? Of course he doesn't

go to theatres. No dancing, no theatres ! By gum !

And you expect me to come here. [Sarcastically]

Does he let you smoke ?

JOHNNY. He smokes himself.

PETEES [with a roar of laughter]. His one sin, eh !

His little pet weakness. [Disgustedly] Pah ! Cant !

JOHNNY. Here, steady on, he's genuine. He's not

a humbug.
20



i] THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

PETERS. If he didn't happen to like smoking he

wouldn't have it in the house. He'd say it was

sinful extravagance. I know them. It isn't a

question of conscience with them at all
;

it's a

question of bile.

JOHNNY. Oh, I say
PETERS. You catch any of that kidney hurting

themselves or their pockets particularly their

pockets over their consciences. Why, if Courtney's
offered what's his name ? Scott ? a good figure for

this place, he'd take it, whatever he believed or didn't

believe, and souls could dance to hell. Don't tell me.

JOHNNY. I should think he would take it. You
couldn't expect him to refuse

PETERS [laughing sarcastically], I don't expect
him to refuse, my dear chap.

JOHNNY. If he did he'd be a fool, with trade as it

is. I often wonder if he pays his way ?

PETERS. And if he was paying his way he'd close

with Courtney's pretty quick. I tell you, they could

give him a price that would put him into clover.

Refuse ? Oh ! don't make me laugh.

JOHNNY. Well, then, what are you making all

this fuss about ?

PETERS. Oh! these religious people sicken me.

Did you hear about Griffin grocer Griffin, not the

Insurance agent ?

JOHNNY. Has he got the beer licence ?

PETERS. Yes Griffin, the temperance man. Ho,
ho ! And do you know the excuse he gave ?
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THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

Customers wouldn't deal with him unless he supplied
bottled beer, and he couldn't afford to offend them !

Did you ever ! And he with a villa at Wembley !

Every man has his price, don't they say

[ANNIE comes in iviih cups of cocoa, a

milk jug, etc., on a tray. MAY

RUFFORD follows close behind

carrying a plate of cake. Re-

freshments are handed round.

PETERS. Have you thought of a fancy dress for me,
Miss Scott ?

ANNIE [vehemently]. I've been too busy chasing
beetles I can't kill them. Your patent stuff seems

to suit them, Mr. Tite. They come in crowds.

JOHNNY [apologetically], I'm so sorry.

MAY. Wouldn't you like to be a pierrot, Mr.

Peters ? It's such a pretty costume.

PETERS. Can you guess how many pierrots there

were at the last fancy dress I went to ? Sixteen !

[MAY laughs. LEONARD comes in and

lounges aimlessly round, hands

in pockets.

MAY. Just fancy, if Mr. Fleming's shop is turned

into a dancing hall, it will be right opposite the

Methodist Chapel !

PETERS. What competition 1

MAY [shocked]. Mr. Peters ! But wouldn't it be

awful !

LEONARD. If they took our shop they would be

close to the "
King George."

22



i] THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

PETERS. Handy for drinks.

MAY. But they don't drink beer at those dancing

places, do they ?

ANNIE. Everybody doesn't belong to the Band of

Hope, May.
JOHNNY. The "

King George
"

at one corner

and Courtney's at the other !

PETERS. I would back Courtney's against the

Methodists.

LEONARD [suddenly]. I know one of the Courtney
waltzes.

[They all look round.

They have it at the evening school socials. [Goes
to piano and begins laboriously strumming out the

tune of a seductive waltz.]

PETERS. The London County Council have it !

Where's the Nonconformist conscience ?

ANNIE [demurely.] They teach dancing under

physical exercises.

[PETERS laughs.

That's where I learnt to dance.

PETERS [as they listen to LEONARD'S playing].

That's a ripping waltz. I know it.

ANNIE [excitedly]. Let's try it.

MAY [scandalized]. Here !

ANNIE. Yes, clear away the things.

LEONARD. But, I say, I can't play
ANNIE. It's good enough, if you keep time. Go on.

MAY. But Mr. Scott

ANNIE [glancing at clock]. They won't be back
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THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

just yet. Now then, Mr. Tite, put the chairs into

the shop.

JOHNNY [doubtfully]. Do you really mean it ?

ANNIE. Of course I do.

[General commotion. PETERS and

JOHNNY bundle cliairs into the

shop. ANNIE rushes round push-

ing the sofa closer against the

wall and trying to make more

space than is possible.

PETEES. The table can go into the hall.

MAY. We shan't get it back if Mr. Scott-

ANNIE. Yes, we shall. Just put it outside, Mr.

Peters, and leave the door open.

[LEONARD keeps on with his playing,

trying the tune over and over.

ANNIE stands and surveys the

cleared space.

That's all right [to PETERS] isn't, it ?

PETERS. Capital. [Bows.] May I have the

pleasure ? Go it, youngster.
JOHNNY has made a step towards

ANNIE, but has to go back to MAY.

LEONARD leans over piano.

LEONARD. Half a tick. I want to put the

pedal on.

PETERS. Don't attempt to much, old chap.

LEONARD. Ready.

[LEONARD plays. He keeps excellent

time. They waltz. PETERS and
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ANNIE admirably. JOHNNY is a

little clumsy and bangs into the

sofa once, but on the whole gets on

very well.

ANNIE [breathlessly]. How do you like it, May ?

MAY. Lovely.

[LEONARD stops suddenly.

LEONARD. I hear the door.

[They all listen. ANNIE goes to door.

ANNIE. It's nothing. Go on, Len.

[A moment or so later he stops again.

PETERS. Here, I say, old chap, it isn't musical

chairs.

ANNIE [listening']. It is them!

MAY [horrified'}. Annie !

[They clear away with almost noiseless

rapidity. LEONARD changes the

tune to
" Men of Harlech."

JOHNNY [coming in from hall and pushing table in

front]. It's all right. They're talking to somebody
outside.

[The room is put straight, cocoa cups

put back on the table, and they all

sit except JOHNNY who stands with

his back to the fire. LEONARD
continues playing. Through the

open door they can hear voices in

the passage.

SCOTT [outside]. Good-night.
MRS. SCOTT. Good-night.
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THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT [ACT

[There is a sound of footsteps in the

hall R., and SCOTT can be heard

singing loudly a bar or two of
" Hark! the herald Angels sing."

The singing changes to tvhistling

as he comes in. He is of medium

height, rather spare in build,

about fifty-six years of age. His

hair is going bald on the temples,

and is tinged with grey. He
wears a rather thin beard ivhich

is also touched with grey. His

clothes are shabby but neat. He
is quick, and at times excitable in

movement, and cheery in voice

and manner. He rolls out his

hymn tunes as other men might
roll out a Harry Lauder song

enjoying the swing of the music.

ANNIE [as he comes in]. Are you thinking it's

Christmas Day, father ?

SCOTT. Why, my dear ?

ANNIE. You were singing a Christmas hymn.
SCOTT. Was I ? Well, they are very nice tunes.

[Nods to JOHNNY and to MAY, and

looks inquiringly at PETERS.

JOHNNY. A friend of mine, Mr. Peters. [SCOTT

shakes hands heartili/.]

MAY. Is father back, Mr. Scott ?

SCOTT. Just gone in.
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i] THE PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT

[LEONARD starts on "Hark! the herald.''

MAY. I must go.

[Nods good-night to a//, but shakes

hands with PETERS. ANNIE and

she go out.

SCOTT. That's a nice tune, Len.

LEONARD. That's what you were singing.

BCOTT. Is it ? I didn't know. [To JOHNNY]
Fine meeting to-night. [To PETERS] You don't

belong to our chapel, I think ?

PETERS. No.

SCOTT. Have you heard Mr. Finnimore ?

PETERS. No. Which is

JOHNNY [hastily]. The new minister at the

Baptists', a young chap.

SCOTT. You should bring Mr. Peters along to

hoar him. [To PETERS] You'd like him, sir, I'm

sure. He's never at a loss for a word, and yet he

doesn't read a note. Not a note.

PETERS. Learns it by heart.

SCOTT [with serious emphasis]. No. He's just

got the power of language, that's what it is.

Wherever you hear him it's always the same.

[LEONARD inadvertently starts on the

waltz. JOHNNY coughs. LEONARD

drops back hastily to
" Men of

Hariech."

And he's a thorough good Christian, too.

PETERS. Isn't that a qualification for all preachers ?

SCOTT. It ought to be, sir ; but, more's the pity,
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there's a lot of claptrap in the pulpit. Ah ! we've

got a prize this time. You come and see. [To
JOHNNY with enthusiasm] You should hear him

sing, and he likes the old hymns, too. We had

that one to-night do you know it ?
" Malcolm."

My father used to sing it. [Hums a bar.] Play

it, Len.

LEONARD [coming away from piano]. Don't know

it, Dad.

SCOTT. Then you must learn it. [Bursts heartily

into a line or two.] There's some "go" in that.

None of your mournful things all on one note.

There's some cheerfulness in that. I like a goey

hymn. [To PETERS] Don't you, sir ?

[PETERS, taken aback, begins a confused

reply when providentially the door

opens and MRS. SCOTT enters,

followed by ANNIE. MRS. SCOTT is a

gentle, quiet woman, her brown

hair parted in the middle and

drawn back plainly. ANNIE is

seen introducing PETERS.

SCOTT. Finnimore came out well to-night. He

spoke strongly against that theatre business at the

Literary Society, and it is to be stopped.
ANNIE [turning quickly]. Stop it! Father, what

a shame !

SCOTT. Yes. Well, you may think so, my 'dear,

but I was glad of it. We can't have the theatre

coming into the church. Let them read good books
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and talk about them. They don't want all this

frippery and flummery and stage playing.

ANNIE. It will only drive people to the theatres

all the more.

SCOTT. If they must have it, they will have to go
where it is provided. The chapel isn't going to give
it to them. " What !

"
says Finnimore last night,

"
is the Church going to be a competitor with the

theatre ?
" That was a good hit, that.

JOHNNY. But, Mr. Scott, the theatre isn't what

you think it. Have you ever been, now ?

SCOTT. No, and never mean to, either. I can

read about it, young man, and I know what people
have told me. It holds out temptation to the weak,

and it is the duty of the Church to strengthen
JOHNNY [impetuously]. But

MRS. SCOTT [interrupting gently and speaking to

PETERS]. Will you come and look at the room ?

There is gas laid on and you can see the size nicely.

PETERS. Oh, thanks ! if it isn't too late for you

[hastily] perhaps I ought to say I'm not sure yet
about moving

MRS. SCOTT. You may just as well look.

[They go out.

SCOTT [breaking a slightly awkward silence]. Ah,
well ! I wish we had some more young men like

Finnimore. [Turning abruptly] Have you done

the money yet, Nan ?

ANNIE. No, father.

[SCOTT goes into shop whistling a Jti/inu

tune softly.
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LEONARD [chuckling softly]. Did you hear me

playing that waltz thing
SCOTT [from sliop]. Fetch my slippers, Len.

[LEONARD goes.

JOHNNY [coming forward and speaking anxiously].

I say, Miss Scott, do you really want to go away ?

ANNIE [as she piles cups, etc., on tray]. Go away ?

Where ?

JOHNNY. To Paris.

ANNIE [with a little laugh of recollection]. Paris !

Oh ! yes, I do, and I want to go to the Town Hall

dance, and I want to go to a theatre. Fancy that

Finnimore man. Did you ever hear of such a narrow-

minded little prig, turning Shakespeare out of the

chapel ? [Turning suddenly to JOHNNY] Do you know

why they have done it ? [Continues without waiting

for a reply] Because Lucy Griffin played Viola and

had to wear boy's clothes. [Laughs merrily.'] Did

you ever ! And she looked so sweet. Poor

Shakespeare !

JOHNNY. He won't mind.

ANNIE. Perhaps not. But I do.

JOHNNY. Never mind. Mr. Finnimore will find

the young people too strong for him yet.

ANNIE [despairingly]. But all the deacons are

old, so old. There's Mr. Fisher, Mr. Hackett, Mr.

Jones, Mr. Bishop fancy Mr. Bishop, the oldest

one, too ! Mr. Tewkesbury and Mr. Timms.

JOHNNY [hopefully]. Timms comes off at this

meeting, doesn't he ?

ANNIE. They'll put somebody on who is older, if
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they can find him, or else somebody who is stronger.

Timms was a sweet old thing. He always says Yes

to everybody. You see if father doesn't go back as

a deacon.

JOHNNY. I never could understand why he

came off.

ANNIE [confidentially]. Why, before Mr. Finni-

more came the Griffins had it all their own way at

the chapel, and they didn't love father, as you may
guess. They were horrid about him ; [fiercely] they.

used to call him Bunyan !

JOHNNY. That was a compliment, surely
-

ANNIE. Depends how it is said. They might have

been calling him anything. Father is strict I admit

that but anyway he is a dear, isn't he ?

JOHNNY. Certainly, certainly.

ANNIE. So they got him off the deacons. But

now the Griffins have left and father is sure to go
back. He is a great favourite with Mr. Finnimore.

JOHNNY. Well, that is nice [confusedly] at least,

I mean, he will like that and you you didn't like

the Griffins.

ANNIE [meditatively, and sighing]. It's a difficult

position.

JOHNNY. I say, Miss Scott, if you went to parties
and dances and or that sort of thing you
wouldn't want to leave us to go away-[breaks off

ANNIE [cruelly, and looking into the fire}. I

should love to go to Paris. [Very decisively] And if

father sells the business I sltall go.
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JOHNNY [looking very dejected]. I suppose you
do find it dull here.

ANNIE [very brightly]. Let's hope father does

sell. Have you heard anything more about your

managership ?

JOHNNY {gloomily}. No. If you go away
Annie, you

[LEONAKD comes in with slippers and

goes to shop. He is followed by

MRS. SCOTT and PETERS.

ANNIE [to JOHNNY]. Shall you be back to supper ?

JOHNNY. Yes, thanks. Are you going, Peters ?

[MRS. SCOTT goes over to table and sits

down to knitting.

PETERS. Yes ; coming ? Til let you know,

then, Mrs. Scott. Good night. Good night, Miss

Scott.

[PETERS and JOHNNY go. LEONARD

comesfrom shop.

LEONARD. Peters gone ?

MRS. SCOTT. Yes, my dear.

[He goes out whistling, and ANNIE goes

out with tray. SCOTT comes in

from shop turning out light and

leaving it in darkness. He
carries the till, a cashbox and

an order book. Puts these things

down on table and fetches ink and

pen, etc., all the while mechanically

whistling. As he pauses at table

he stops the whistling and sighs.
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MBS. SCOTT puts down her knitting

and looks on in sympathetic silence.

SCOTT turns out money on the table

and counts it. Having put it into

little piles he counts the piles over

again. He pulls the cashbox

towards him and meets MRS.

SCOTT'S look.

SCOTT. The same tale.

MRS. SCOTT, Going down ?

[SCOTT nods. Puts money into cashbox.

MRS. SCOTT. Much ?

SCOTT. No, but it tells. Half what it was this

time last year.

MRS. SCOTT. How about the books ?

SCOTT. There's only Pollock's account. It's small,

and anyhow we shan't get it in yet. Borrow &

Glenney's bill is due on Tuesday.
MRS. SCOTT. The millinery will meet that.

SCOTT. It's wonderful how that girl runs the

millinery.

MRS. SCOTT. She's got a light touch.

SCOTT [rising and walking up and down}. She

ought to have a bigger commission.

MRS. SCOTT. But can that be managed ?

SCOTT. We can manage a little more, I think.

Anyhow, she ought to have her fair share at least

as far as we can do it.

MRS. SCOTT. She is so clever and she has to work

so hard. I suppose we couldn't manage to have a

little girl apprentice in to help.
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SCOTT [rumpling his hair in his perplexity]. We
can't do that and the extra commission.

[ANNIE comes in.

We're just speaking of you, Nan.

ANNIE. Yes ? Supper is ready.
SCOTT. We think you ought to have a bigger

commission on your hats. You work so hard

MES. SCOTT. You have been doing Mrs. Webb's

to-night, my dear.

ANNIE [quickly]. That didn't matter. I wasn't

going anywhere and May came in and but are

you sure you can give me more money ? I don't

think you ought to, just yet
SCOTT. Well, it's like this, Nan. Your mother

says you ought to have help, and it's quite certain

doing all you do, you ought to have more money or

help. Unfortunately we can't manage both

ANNIE [interrupting]. Of course not. Let me
have a girl to do linings and such things. That will

be splendid. [Glancing at till] How goes it, Dad ?

SCOTT [shaking his head]. About the same.

ANNIE. And you can't sell it ?

SCOTT. The advertisement has been in the
" Record

"
three times. Nobody seems anxious.

They know the neighbourhood.
ANNIE. Mrs. French sold her fancy business to an

old clothes man.

SCOTT. I don't care what they do with this if they

only take it. Sell fried fish if they like. I can't

afford to give it away, but I'd sell at a loss and they

could do jolly well what they pleased with it.
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ANNIE [giving him the letter that came earlier]. Oh !

I forgot to give you this.

SCOTT opens the letter. ANNIE turns to

door when a sudden exclamation

from SCOTT makes her pause.

MBS SCOTT looks up, pausing in her

knitting.

SCOTT [still reading letter]. Here what do you
think of this ? [Turns the page and drops letter to his

side and speaks excitedly.] What do you think ?

ANNIE. What is it ?

SCOTT. Here we were talking of selling the

business and now [Holds out letter.]

MRS. SCOTT. An answer to the advertisement ?

SCOTT. No, not that. [His excitement growing]

Something better. [To Mrs. Scott] You remember

Wicksteed ?

MRS. SCOTT. Yes, quite well. He sold his place
and took a situation.

SCOTT. That's the man. Don't know what he's

doing now, though. [Reading] "Will come and

see you to-morrow morning."
ANNIE. Does he want to buy it ?

SCOTT. Listen. [Reads the first part rapidly
but the more vital parts with much emphasis]

" Dear

Scott, Haven't seen you for years, but I understand

you are still hanging out at the old show. I haven't

been doing much in the drapery line lately. Struck

something better
"

glad to hear it ; shouldn't be

difficult, that " Can I come over and see you on a

matter of business ? I hear you want to sell out,
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and you're a wise man to do it. The little shop is

no go now. It's done. My company want a site, a

corner site, in your road, and I want to see if we can

come to terms. You know the Courtney, by name,
I daresay

"

ANNIE. The Courtney ! [Stops suddenly.]

SCOTT. Yes. I don't know them, though. [Read-

ing]
" I've been with them three years now and

lucky I was to get there. On second thoughts I will

come and see you to-morrow morning, as I have to

make a call somewhere in that part of the world.

My kindest regards
"

and so on. I don't know

who Courtney may be, but he can have it. Oh, yes ! he

can have it, and the sooner the better.

MBS. SCOTT. There is a Courtney Clothing Company.

They have shops out Lewisham way.
SCOTT. That is them, you'll see.

MBS. SCOTT. It can't be a draper or we should know

them by the " Record."

SCOTT. I tell you I don't care what they are.

[Rubbing his hands] Here's sauce for supper, Nan.

ANNIE. Yes, father.

[ANNIE goes out hurriedly.

MBS. SCOTT. We won't talk about it before Len till it

is settled.

SCOTT. Wait till to-morrow, in case but I think

it's going to be Tunbridge Wells this time, mother.

[MBS SCOTT goes out. SCOTT pokes
the fire, then lowers the gas, burst-

ing out into a vigorous hymn tune.

CUBTAIN.
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ACT II

SCENE. As in Act 1. Door into shop pushed wide

open and the morning sun streams in. The

parlour has been transformed into something

approaching a showroom. Thus, the piano is

shut and covered ivith a cloth and several boxes

from the shop placed upon it; and the table

serves as a stand for two or three of ANNIE'S

latest millinery creations. None of them, alas!

bear the mark of Pans yet. They are dowdy
and of the useful variety. There is a fairly

constant going and coming between parlour and

shop, either to attend to some customer or on

some errand. ANNIE is putting the finishing

toucJies to a hat in striking contrast to those on

the stand. With little trimming it yet contrives

to look exceedingly smart. She is studying it

a- Uli pleasure. Hearing SCOTT u'histling outside

she puts it dote n htixtily. He does not conn' in

and she tries the hat on. The next instant

SCOTT enters and she hurriedly covers the hat

with paper. ANNIE is wearing a black shop tires*.

SCOTT [singing],
"
Onward, Christian soldiers,

marching
ANNIE [bending over work]. You are soon back.
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SCOTT. It doesn't take long when you get No for

an answer [with cheerful resignation].

ANNIE [turning]. Do you mean you didn't get
the Working Meeting order ?

SCOTT. No. A member of the society is ordering
the stuff through someone she knows. That's what

they said. I know better.

ANNIE. Do you think they went to Whiteley's ?

SCOTT. Of course.

ANNIE. Mean things !

SCOTT [wistfully]. I do think they might keep the

trade in the chapel.

ANNIE [with disgust]. They don't think about the

chapel. They want to give themselves airs at

Whiteleys. That's Mrs. Hackett's doings if it isn't

Bella Tewkesbury's. Very likely it's both. They

put their heads together.

SCOTT. I didn't think they would do it I don't

believe Finnimore knows.

ANNIE. And what could he do ? An unmarried

man ! Let him go to Mrs. Hackett's committee and

come out alive !

[MRS. SCOTT comes in from house with

a pile of needlework.

He ought to get a wife. You think so, too, don't

you, mother ? we are talking of Mr. Finnimore.

MRS. SCOTT [flustered and looking at her husband

deprecatingly]. I, my dear? I never said so at

least

ANNIE. You said how frivolous the choir were
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getting, and / said it was because they wanted to

catch the minister, and you said it was a pity he

wasn't settled. Now !

MRS. SCOTT. Well, dear, perhaps
SCOTT [solemnly]. Finnimore is not the man to

look at a lot of giddy-gads. In his position he

cannot take marriage lightly, and he never forgets

his position. I hope he will find someone like himself.

ANNIE. Oh, no ! that would be too I mean

SCOTT [reprovingly]. You can't have too much

goodness anywhere. [He goes into shop.]

MRS. SCOTT. My dear, you shouldn't run on like

that.

ANNIE [emphatically]. Mother, Mr. Finnimore

walked up West Street with Lucy Griffin after

Christian Endeavour on Tuesday.
MRS. SCOTT. My dear, you don't say so ! Dear, dear !

ANNIE. Lucy Griffin ! and if that isn't Hush !

[SCOTT comes back, carrying a parcel of

goods which he unpacks.

SCOTT [as he works]. I wonder if they will give
Williams the order for the Working Party tea.

ANNIE. Of course not. They'll order it from

Whiteley's with the calico. Mrs. Hackett has done

us out of that order, mother.

MRS. SCOTT. You don't say so ! Dear me !

ANNIE [nodding vigorously]. Only wait till she

conies to me for another hat. Won't I well, never

mind.

SCOTT. Perhaps she'll go to Whiteley's for that.
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ANNIE. Not she. They charge too much.

Besides, they wouldn't understand her style [laughs]

style !

MRS. SCOTT. I don't think you ought to make fun

of Mrs. Hackett, dear. She is a good woman.

ANNIE. That's no reason why she shouldn't wear

a pretty bonnet, is it? Oh, well, really, I am
out of patience ! Look at this ! [Holds out for

inspection a majestic erection of black silk orna-

mented with black silk flowers and jet sprays.]

That's what I have to make. Now this [holds up the

smart liat with exultation] is what 1 want to make !

[MRS. SCOTT sits petrified with astonish-

ment. SCOTT stares.

SCOTT. Where did you get it ?

ANNIE [triumphantly]. I made it.

SCOTT [walking over and examining it critically].

I don't like it.

ANNIE. Why not ?

SCOTT. It looks bold.

MRS. SCOTT [breathlessly]. Who is it for?

[ANNIE looks at them a moment, and

then with a little gesture of

defiance, puts it on.

MRS. SCOTT. For you ?

SCOTT [with decision]. You are not going to wear

that, my girl.

ANNIE. Why not ?

SCOTT. I'm not going to have you walking into

chapel decked out like a peacock.
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ANNIE. How can you call it decked out when

there's nothing on it hardly.
SCOTT. It looks like a peacock. It's not a fit hat

for you to wear

RUFFORD [coming through shop]. Who'll buy !

Who'll buy !

[He is a big, heavily built man, loud

coiced, ready to laugh. He is

ircuring the butcher's blue overall.

He peeps round the corner of the

door and sees ANNIE.

RUFFORD. What a daisy ! Don't let May see it,

or I shall have to buy her one.

[MRS. SCOTT goes into shop.

ANNIE. Father doesn't like it.

RUFFORD. Oh, come now, Scott ! [Chuckle] Finni-

more would like to see it, I'm sure. He likes pretty
hats. Ask Lucy Griffin.

SCOTT. Don't talk in that way of Finnimore,
Rufford. You ought to know better.

RUFFORD. Well, all I know is, if I were a young
man and sat up in a pulpit, I should know who wore

pretty hats. It would be good for the millinery

trade, eh ! wouldn't it, Annie ?

ANNIE. Fath - Some people at the church

think you can't be pious unless you wear black.

RUFFORD. Well, well
;

it takes all sorts to make a

world. I've brought you this bill to hang up among
the stockings, Scott [holding out a long printed bill}.

The annual Church meeting.
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[ANNIE goes into shop.

SCOTT [studying bill]. What's this? Griffin on

the platform ? [Vehemently] That won't do.

RUFFOED. What's the matter with Griffin? He'll

give a nice subscription.

SCOTT [agitated]. And do you know what it will

smell of ? Beer !

RUFFORD. Here, Scott, I say, you mustn't go on

like this. The man doesn't drink it.

SCOTT. But he sells it. He sold his soul for his

licence.

RUFFOBD. Oh, I say, now ! look here there wasn't

a grocer in the neighbourhood with a licence and

trade was going down

SCOTT [with some excitement]. What about his

little villa at Wembley, and isn't he going to get a

motor bicycle ? Don't tell me. He sold his soul, I

tell you, for filthy lucre. He used to be President of

the Band of Hope. He used to be a member of the

Temperance Society. When did he leave them ?

You knew as well as I do. Just before he got the

licence. How a Christian can sell it I don't know,
but how a temperance man that was can sell it is is

is [Breaks off" chokingly.]

RUFFORD. You draw your line too hard, Scott.

[Attempting to take it lightly] Pork and pease pud-

ding is very bad, especially late at night Scott
;
but I

let people have it then I do indeed.

SCOTT. I shall go and see Finnimore about this

[touching bill].
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RUFFORD. That young man is getting too good for

this wicked world. You'll excuse me, Scott, but I

don't agree with the line you and him took at the

meeting last night. You're drawing the rein too

tight over the young people.

SCOTT. If once you slacken it you never know
where to stop.

RUFFORD. Trust the youngsters a bit more that's

what I do. I suppose now you wouldn't agree to Annie

coming with my May to-night to the Town Hall ?

SCOTT. What for ?

RUFFORD [a little confused]. Oh er a sort of

social singing and all that, you know.

SCOTT. Town Hall ? Do you mean the Liberal

Association ? [RUFFORD nods.] But that's a dance !

RUFFORD. Hang it all, Scott, let the girl kick her

heels a bit. May tells me she is wild to go and

Mrs. Rufford is going and it's a Radical affair after

all, Scott. It isn't like your shilling hops at a public
hall. I wouldn't let May go thore, I can tell you.
But here why, it's a family party.

SCOTT [inexorably]. You know what I think

dancing is immoral.

RUFFORD. You can't keep that girl of yours back

much longer. She is too high spirited.

SCOTT. She shan't go if I can keep her away.
RUFFORD. You are a hard man, Tom Scott.

SCOTT. You don't suppose I like keeping her back,

do you saying No to her ? The flesh is weak at

times, George, and the way of righteousness is hard.
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RUFFOKD [going towards shop]. Well it can't be

helped. I told May how it would be. By the way,
Marriott is leaving.

SCOTT. Sold his business ?

BUFFOED. No, poor devil dead failure and

there^s little for the creditors.

SCOTT. I suppose he would say it was the Stores ?

RUFFORD. Suburban Supply Stores opposite and

the Popular Tea Company two doors off and the

West End firms delivering in the district. And
Marriott isn't young to stand it.

SCOTT [shaking his head]. It's a pity a pity.

RUFFORD. Of course he ought to have gone before,

but he was that obstinate against the Stores.
" Drive

me off?
"
says he, many a time ;

" not if I know it !

"

And now he's done and you should have seen the

poor old chap in the shop this morning with the

shutters down Lord, it made me choke.

SCOTT. We must be thankful for the mercies that

come to us. You needn't fear failure, George, and

I've got a chance to sell.

EUFFORD. You don't say so !

SCOTT. I don't mind telling you it's about time,

too. Trade's awful. Wicksteed can have it at any

price

RUFFORD. Wicksteed that used to have Fleming's

shop ? [SCOTT nods.] You don't mean to say his

company the Courtney are buying? You are in

luck. My dear chap, keep your price up, they
ANNIE [coming to door]. Mr. Wicksteed, father.
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[WiCKSTEBD a tall and prosperous-

looking man of middle age comes

in and is greeted with handshaking
and exclamations of welcome.

RUFFORD [to WICKSTEED]. He [nodding towards

SCOTT] says you are after this. I say, don't you want

to buy mine ?

WICKSTEED. Yours ! Next to an undertaker's !

[They both laugh uproariously.

RUFFORD. That wouldn't be nice for 'em, would it ?

Well, I'll go and leave you to business. Look in,

Wicksteed, as you go. Don't forget what I said, Scott.

[Goes.]

WICKSTEED. He doesn't alter much. Well, and

how are you after all this time ?

SCOTT [cheerfully]. Nothing altered that I know

of except the children are growing up and the

business goes down.

WICKSTEED. You ought to be able to retire by now.

SCOTT [laughs mirthlessly.] Retire ! I can just

manage to get on and that's all.

WICKSTEED. Still as fond of your chapel, eh ?

SCOTT {surprised}. My chapel ? It used to be

yours, too.

WICKSTEED [a little taken back]. Oh, well [look-

ing round] so this is the extent of it. I thought it

was bigger.

SCOTT. There's the yard, that could be built in.

WICKSTEED. About 600 feet or so, isn't it ? 'Um !

It's a fine comer. Trams pass the door and station near.
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SCOTT. Next door has been empty for months.

I daresay you could get that. It's changed hands

three times in a twelvemonth.

WICKSTEED. The dickens ! Well, we shan't do

that. Yes, the two places thrown together
SCOTT. You're a big concern.

WICKSTEED. We are. It was touch-and-go at

first, just a spec, but it has turned out Al.

SCOTT. You could turn the upstairs into show-

rooms.

WICKSTEED [puzzled] . Eh ?

SCOTT. You could put in long, plate-glass windows

and make a show. That's what does it. If I had

capital I wouldn't give up yet. I

WICKSTEED. What are you talking about ? Show-

rooms what for ?

SCOTT. Aren't you Courtney's Clothing Company ?

WICKSTEED. No o ! Do you mean to say you
don't know us ? Courtney's Halls.

[SCOTT looks thoughtful and shakes his head.

Dandy shows they are, polished floors, velvet curtains,

gallery, stage
SCOTT. Stage !

WICKSTEED. Bless me, if I hadn't forgotten you
used to be a Puritan, Tom. I see you don't know us.

Look here, we run up these halls and hold a series of

dances, winter and summer, and we let it out for

hire to other people to have dances.

[SCOTT stands very still and silent,

looking at the floor.
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We charge one shilling or two shillings, according
to neighbourhood. It pays, I can tell you. One
of our chaps was over this way the other week and

he came back and says : Strike oil over West. We
jumped at it and sent him to find out the ground.
Now this is the very spot for us. I heard you wanted

to sell, so I wrote.

[Pause. SCOTT rouses and turns.

SCOTT. I never thought of this.

WICKSTEED. Never thought of what ?

SCOTT. I thought you were drapery.

WICKSTEED [with a laugh]. No, no, thanks. You
remember how I used to go to those hops at the

Town Hall. And didn't you use to preach ! My
word ! Are you still against it, Tom ? [SCOTT nods.]

Oh, well, you needn't dance yourself. We won't put

you in as M.C. [Laughs.] You always did take life

seriously, but we rubbed on together in spite of that.

SCOTT [heavily]. I couldn't do it, Wicksteed.

WICKSTEED. What !

[SCOTT walks across the room and stops,

thinking hard. WICKSTEED rises

in astonishment.

Tommy Scott, what next ? Don't try the martyr
on me.

SCOTT. I don't believe in dancing.
WICKSTEED. You can always change you mind.

[SCOTT lifts his head and WICKSTEED

changes his tone.

I mean, you must see that opinion has changed about
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these things, Tom, and any reasonable man must

move with his times. Look here, man. don't cut off

your nose but you don't mean it. Do you know
what the Courtney can pay ? 500 down. [SCOTT

does not move.] 500. And I tell you what,

Tommy Scott, you won't get another offer like it

these ten years coming.

[SCOTT takes a few steps and pauses.

SCOTT [as if thinking aloud]. 500.

WICKSTBED. And in good hard cash. [Another

pause, and WICKSTEED ivatches SCOTT narrowly.]

How old is your boy, now, Tom ?

SCOTT. Eh ? Oh ! fifteen.

WICKSTEED. I've put mine in for the Civil Service.

SCOTT. That's what Len [Stops.] Len's

going into the drapery.

WICKSTEED [suddenly]. I say, Tom, you know,
this is all my eye. 500 waiting for you, and that

boy of yours growing up and Mrs. Scott pining for

a little house of her own out at Wembley.
SCOTT. No, it's Tunbridge Wells.

WICKSTEBD. Never mind the name, they all want

it, and she's worked hard for it. And there you sit

mumbling instead of clutching it. [Confidentially.]

You know, Tommy, you're selling to me, to Wick-

steed, not to the Courtney Company if anybody
should ask. See ? [He laughs knowingly.] I buy the

place from you and I don't use it for drapery. Why
should I, seeing I'm not a draper ? [Laughs again.]

I'll ask Mrs. Scott to come in to [Steps to shop.]
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SCOTT [quickly]. Don't just a moment. How
are these places halls conducted ?

WICKSTEBD. That's religious impertinence all over.

I help to conduct them and if anybody asks you
about it, refer them to me. But if I don't tell you

anything you can't tell anybody else about it.

Tommy, you've indulged your conscience too much.

It's spoilt. [Goes to shop.~\

[SCOTT stands still, frowning in thought.

Pause. WICKSTEED comes in with

MRS. SCOTT, looking slightly be-

wildered, and ANNIE.

WICKSTEED [to MRS. SCOTT] . You will feel a little

natural regret at leaving a place of so many
associations, no doubt, but it does not do to run

any risks in these days. To know your time to

quit is the thing in business.

MRS. SCOTT. Is it settled, then ?

BCOTT. It's d^500, mother.

[MRS. SCOTT, poor lady, gives a big

sigh, and smiles.

MRS. SCOTT [becoming expansive in her joy]. It's

such a relief. You can't think how we have been

disappointed over and over again. People would

come and look and ask the takings, and then go

away and we heard no more of them. [Sighs again
with pleasure.] Are you drapery ?

WICKSTEED. Never fear !

ANNIE. You are the Courtney Hall people,
aren't you ?
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SCOTT. Who told you ?

WICKSTEED [quickly]. Your father sells to me, not

to the Courtney Company.
SCOTT. Who told you, Nan ?

ANNIE. Mr. Peters.

WICKSTEED. Mr. Scott does not much like the

idea of these halls of memory being made into halls

of pleasure of dancing, in fact.

ANNIE. But father isn't going to own them, is he ?

WICKSTEED. No, indeed, I'll see to that.

ANNIE. And you can't be responsible for what

other people do with your shop or your house when

they buy it from you, can you ?

WICKSTEED. I should think not or wherever

would the world be ?

ANNIE. That would be a dreadful idea, wouldn't it ?

WICKSTEED. Unbearable.

SCOTT [abruptly]. Come and see the size of the

yard, Wicksteed.

[They go out R.

MRS. SCOTT. Something always happens to help
us at the right moment if we only have faith.

ANNIE [stitching vigorously at bows]. What a mercy
Mr. Wicksteed remembered father ! If we hadn't

sold, Fleming would have got the ,500.

MRS. SCOTT. Poor man ! I daresay he wants it.

ANNIE. So do we. Do you know, mother, I had

one big shiver of fear because I thought perhaps

perhaps father wouldn't let Mr. Wicksteed have it ?

MRS. SCOTT. Why shouldn't he ? It's a good price.
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ANNIE. But father has lots of fads, hasn't he ?

even in religion.

MRS. SCOTT. I shouldn't call them fads, my dear.

ANNIE. Well, scruples then and I was so afraid

that he would not sell to a dancing company because

of his scruples about dancing.
MBS. SCOTT. But your father is a very good

business man, dear.

ANNIE. It would have been silly to throw 500

away.
MBS. SCOTT. I'm glad he didn't go as far as that.

[WICKSTEED and SCOTT come back.

WICKSTEBD [with pocket-book open]. Let me give

you a deposit 25.

SCOTT. No no

WICKSTEED. It's business. Come here you are.

[SCOTT takes the banknotes hesitatingly

and looks at them.

Good-bye, Mrs. Scott ; good-bye, Miss Scott. I'll be

in again later.

[SCOTT lays the notes on the table and

follows WICKSTEBD.

ANNIE [fingering notes]. %5 already.
MBS. SCOTT. That will pay Borrow & Glenney's bill.

ANNIE [holding up the heavy bonnet she is trimming,
and shaking it in joy]. Hurrah ! Not many more

bonnets for Mrs. Hackett. I think she has too

many for a deacon's wife, don't you ?

MBS. SCOTT. Annie, my dear !

ANNIE. This is almost the last.
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[SCOTT comes bach ANNIE rustles the

notes.

Listen, father and think of it, we WE are going
to have ^500 ! Oh, riches !

MBS. SCOTT. Mr. Wicksteed must have a lot of

money, father. [SCOTT nods.] Has he any children ?

SCOTT. Three. The boy is in the Civil Service

and the girls help him in the er business.

MRS. SCOTT. I wonder he puts his daughters into

1 L'
" " '

ANNIE [hastily]. Why riot, mother? That sort

of thing is quite all right, you see, or a man like

that wouldn't do it. We don't know anything about

it. It is so easy to misunderstand when you don't

know. And now Len will be able to go in for the

Fairley scholarship !

SCOTT [surprised]. The Fairley ! Why, that's

where Farrer sent his boy
ANNIE. It's a lovely school and Len is dying to

go and he could take it if that [icitheringly] Farrer

boy could get it. It's the first time Len's school has

been able to sit for it. Of course, while we had to

stay on here almost at a loss and Len had to get on

quickly he didn't dream of it, but now just think

he can go in for it, can't he ? [Fingering the

banknotes] Two of these would carry him through.

MBS. SCOTT. Even the Griffin boys can't go to the

Fairley !

ANNIE. No, and just think if Len goes. Won't

it be too delicious !
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SCOTT. Len, eh ! [The thought pleases him].

ANNIE [excitedly]. Just think what we can do at

last. Won't it be lovely never to smell the fried fish

shop again ! And I shall be able to make pretty
hats at last. [Coaxingly] Now, father, don't look

like that. If you knew how I hated these people
their millinery, I mean. I want to go into a first-

class shop.
MRS. SCOTT. I shouldn't like you to be in London

at one, my dear.

ANNIE. Why, mother, how you talk ! I'm going
into a first-class workroom in er the West End.

MRS. SCOTT. Oh ! I forgot to tell you, father,

Mrs. Hackett asked this morning if you would take

the chair at the Christian Endeavour to-night.

[SCOTT whose thoughts are engaged with

the offer of Wicksteed does not

realise the question for an instant.

When he does he speaks quickly
and turns away.

SCOTT [hurriedly]. No no I can't.

MRS. SCOTT [surprised]. Why, I said you were free.

SCOTT. I don't feel like it. Send Len round with

a note. [Goes through shop quickly.]

MRS. SCOTT [astonished]. I've never known him

refuse before.

ANNIE. I shouldn't feel like Christian Endeavour

if I had just sold something for 500.

MRS. SCOTT [reprovingly]. My dear, your father

does not think of things in that way. He always
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puts his duty first. [Rising] I must go and see

about dinner. [Goes.]

[JOHNNY TITB comes through shop from
stores, wearing pencil behind ear

and no hat.

ANNIE. Dinner isn't ready yet.

JOHNNY. That's all right. [ Watching her at work]

May I sit here with you ?

ANNIE. Yes, of course, if it amuses you. [Sud-

denly] Have you seen Mrs. Hackett's latest hat ?

JOHNNY [mystified]. No, I

[ANNIE with mock solemnity brings out

the smart hat and places it in

front of him, then watches for the

effect.

ANNIE. Let me see how much you know about

hats. Do you like it ?

JOHNNY [uncertain what to say]. It's big, isn't

it it's

ANNIE [putting it on]. Do you like it ?

JOHNNY. It's stunning.

[ANNIE keeps it on.

ANNIE. How do you think Mrs. Hackett will look

in it ?

JOHNNY [with sudden enlightenment]. It's for you.

ANNIE. Father says I mustn't wear it because

Mr. Finnimore would not approve.
JOHNNY [defiantly]. Who's Mr. Finnimore ?

ANNIE. I believe he would adore it.

JOHNNY. He never looks at hats.
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ANNIE. Oh, doesn't he ? Well, anyway, that's

the sort of hat I am going to trim in future.

[Impressively] We've sold the business.

JOHNNY. Really !

ANNIE. Yes, and who do you think has bought
it the shop, not the drapery ? The Courtney

Company.
JOHNNY. By Jove !

ANNIE. At least we've as good as sold it they

paid father a deposit. So now I shall be able to go
to Paris.

JOHNNY [miserably]. You will go, then ?

ANNIE. Why, of course though I haven't told

father yet. I did not dare say anything more than

the West End. [Trying to look unconcerned but

fumbling over her ribbons] But, of course, I mean
to go there in the end.

JOHNNY. Annie !

[ANNIE is forced to look up and drops
her eyes quickly.

I shan't see you every day then.

ANNIE. I'm afraid you won't but I'll write to

you.
JOHNNY. I must see you every day. Annie will

will you be my wife ? Annie, darling

[ANNIE jumps up and pushes him aivay.

ANNIE. Don't talk like that please don't

JOHNNY. Can't you love me a little ? You are

so beautiful don't go away give me another chance

to make you love me
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[ANNIE is imprisoned and for the

moment looks a willing prisoner.

JOHNNY draws her closer to him

and is about to kiss her ichen she

shrinks away.
ANNIE. No, no, I won't I won't

JOHNNY. Don't say you won't, darling let me
take you to Paris if you must go

ANNIE. I don't want to go just for the week end

don't say any more and there's someone coming
it's Mr. Peters.

[She Jlies from him into the shop and

a moment after PETERS comes in.

PETERS. Shall you be in to-night, Johnny ?

JOHNNY. Yes.

PETERS. I wish you would lend me a Hardy. I've

got nothing to read.

JOHNNY [turning to door]. Come on.

PETERS [turning and nodding back to shop]. What's

this I hear so your little Nonconformist saint has

sold his soul ?

JOHNNY. If you mean that Scott has sold to the

Courtney, yes, he has, and don't talk rot !

[They go L. LEONARD comes in from the

shop with a bound, swinging his

school bag, and ANNIE follows him.

ANNIE. Len !

LEONARD. 'Um ? [Pulling out his books and

sorting them.]

ANNIE. Father has sold the shop.
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LEONARD. What ! Go on !

ANNIE. Honour.

LEONARD [throicing iip his cap and dancing round].

Hooray !

ANNIE. Yes, and who do you think is going to

take it ? guess. The Courtney Company. Some
man father knows and who is a manager of it has

been over here this morning and paid a deposit. The

Courtney are going to turn this [waving her hand

round] into a dancing saloon.

LEONARD. What's father say to that ?

ANNIE [annoyed by the suggestion]. What's it got
to do with him, silly ? He's only got to sell it. I

knew last night, but we did not want to mention it

till the man had been.

LEONARD. I'm jiggered ! [Suddenly] I say, don't it

seem queer ? I.ast night we were afraid he'd catch

us dancing, and now he's going to turn it into a

dancing saloon. [Laughs.]

ANNIE [with asperity]. He's not doing it haven't

I told you ?

LEONARD. Well, he couldn't say much now if he

did see us dancing could he ? I say, do you think

there is any chance of the Fairley now ?

ANNIE. Why, of course here he comes ; you ask

him. I'm going down to mother.

SCOTT [as she goes]. Tite come in to dinner, Nan ?

ANNIE. Yes, father.

SCOTT. I'll be in the shop.

[She goes JR.
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LEONARD. I say, father.

[SCOTT turns to him.

LEONARD. Aren't we in luck selling the biz, you
know ?

SCOTT. I haven't actually sold yet but

LEONARD. Nan says it's the same thing. I thought
we should hang on till the final, didn't you ?

SCOTT [rousing himself]. Yes we we are in

luck, Len.

LEONARD. Did Nan tell you about the Fairley, Dad ?

SCOTT. Yes of course, the Fairley. You want

to enter ?

LEONARD. Ra-a-ther. Wouldn't you ?

SCOTT. You don't like the drapery ?

LEONARD [not wishing to hurt his father's feelings].

Oh, it isn't so bad if you couldn't do anything
else I mean, I'd rather be a draper than a er

lots of other things.

SCOTT. You would like the Civil Service ?

LEONARD. Wouldn't I ? Do you think I can go
in for it, father, now that you've got rid of the biz ?

SCOTT. Yes I should think so yes. [Withforced

gaiety] You'll come out higher than Farrer did, eh ?

It'll be a case of short hours and little to do in them.

LEONARD. Bert Farrer says it's the swotting that's

the dev that's so hard. Once you get in it's nothing,

I'll tell old Moffat this afternoon.

SCOTT [hastily.] I should leave it till next week

I mean, till the papers are signed. In case the Mr.

Wicksteed should alter his mind.
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LEONARD . You don't think they will, do you ?

They've got pots of money. Bob Courtney he's at

ours you know says they get crowds at their places,

although his father is so partic'ler how they behave.

He won't allow any drinks at the rooms. Of course

he can't stop the chaps from going over to the pub.
But if they're swizzy he turns them out. They do

make money, I can tell you.

[Goes off R. whistling and throwing

up his cap. SCOTT stands still

a moment, steps to shop door,

starts ivhistling a hymn but

breaks off. He takes out the hank-

notes and they rustle. He goes

into shop and brings out the till

and carefully counts the money.

Again he tries to whistle, butfails.
He steps to shop door and stands

looking in, holding the banknotes.

SCOTT [mechanically]. 500 !

CURTAIN.
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ACT III

EVENING

SCENE. The same. The shop is lighted up and ANNIE

is selling a hat to LUCY GRIFFIN. LUCY is very

pretty, with curly fair hair and dainty figure,

and altogether is proof that a young minister,

though severe in opinions, may have a pretty

taste in femininity. LUCY is wearing a well-cut

coat and skirt of some dark colour, but her hat

spoils her. It is tremendously overtrimmed.

She is not wearing it at the moment, but holds

it in her hand.

ANNIE. Try this one, dear.

[Holds out a big wired shape. LUCY

puts it on and surveys herself in

the mirror.

Nice, isn't it ? A little further forward so. H'm.

[Regards LUCY critically.']

LUCY. Is it the latest fashion ?

ANNIE. Oh, yes, dear as if I should offer you

anything else !

LUCY. Oh, of course, I forgot.

ANNIE. Fancy you having another just yet. You
are extravagant, though that's a good thing for
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me. [Offers another shape.] Try this. Is it for

Sundays ?

LUCY. Oh, no ! the one I've got will do for that.

ANNIE. But I thought they were such a dressy
lot at the Congregational ?

LUCY. So they are you should see the choir. I

like this one, Annie.

ANNIE. It suits you beautifully. Do you want

me to trim it ?

LUCY. Of course, dear.

ANNIE. So you are wearing your old ones to

chapel now ? What do you want the new one for ?

LUCY [evasively]. Oh ! for evenings.

ANNIE. I shouldn't waste a new hat on one of our

meetings, Lucy.
LUCY. Why ?

ANNIE. Mr. Finnimore never notices hats.

LUCY. Annie Scott ! What next !

ANNIE. Father says he doesn't.

[They both laugh, LUCY confusedly.

ANNIE brings out the smart hat

and holds it up.

ANNIE. How's that ?

LUCY [startled]. It's a little queer, don't you
think ?

ANNIE. You think so ? [Puts it on LUCY.]

[It suits that young lady perfectly, but

she is unable to realise this.

LUCY. It looks bare, ANNIE.

ANNIE [ivith mild sarcasm, quite lost on LUCY].
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Would you like some violets and tulle and satin

ribbon ?

LUCY. I would rather have something yellow.
ANNIE. Black suits you, Lucy.
LUCY. Yes, dear, but I do love a little colour.

ANNIE [putting away the smart hat]. Done any

acting round at the Congre. yet ?

LUCY. I'm going to be in " lolanthe
"
next month,

perhaps; and then [impressively] I shall have to

wear tight blue knickers ! I'm rather afraid the

committee won't let me do it.

ANNIE. Why even we let you do Viola.

LUCY. Yes, dear, but that was Shakespeare. I

think Mr. Finnimore is rather sorry he spoke against
that performance. I believe he feels he made a

mistake.

ANNIH. Did he tell you last Tuesday ?

LUCY. How did you know he walked home with

me last Tuesday ?

[ANNIE whistles " Cuckoo
"

provoca-

tively.

What gossips people are ! Well, anyway, he listened

to what I said.

ANNIE. I daresay he's open to reason, dear.

LUCY. Can I have that hat soon, Annie ?

ANNIE. Before next Tuesday, dear.

LUCY [turning to go and speaking with some

curiosity] . Is it true you are leaving here soon ?

ANNIE. I hope so.

LUCY. Really ? Then father was right. He told
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me that he had heard that Mr. Scott was turning it

into a dancing hall.

ANNIE [angrily]. How dare they ! Oh ! what

things people
LUCY. Father said he didn't think it could be

true.

ANNIE. Father is selling the shop and house to a

friend of his who is owner of some halls where they
where they dance sometimes [emphatically]. Now

is that like turning it into a dancing hall ?

LUCY [prettily]. No, dear, it's quite different.

Good-bye. I'll expect the hat on Tuesday.

[ She goes out. ANNIE left alone and in

a fit of temper knocks the boxes

about rather heatedly, and tosses

the hats in a heap. MAY RUFFORD

comes through shop. She is

wearing her dress for the dance, a

pretty affair ofpink silk, but it is

carefully hidden under a cloak.

MAY [watching the excitement a moment with sur-

prise}. What's the matter ?

ANNIE [turning]* It's you. I thought Lucy Griffin

had come back.

MAY. Has she been here ?

ANNIE [excitedly]. What do you think, May Ruf-

ford ? What do you think they are saying about

my father ? Such lies ! That Griffin grocer, who
sold his soul for beer, he's saying that father is going
to run a dancing saloon, Did you [words fail],
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MAY. But it isn't true

ANNIE. True ! [Alagisterially] Would my father

sell his soul ? Would he ?

MAY [soothingly]. Of course not, dear.

ANNIE. If I thought it was a matter of conscience

with him, do you think anything on this earth would

have made me dance here the other night, May
Rufford?

MAY. No, dear, of course not ?

ANNIE. No. It's because I know it's only fads,

religious fads, that I get so wild with him. [Con-

fidentially] I don't mind telling you that he's still

got them a little over letting the Courtney come

here. Just because he will think that dancing is a

sin. It's just prejudice.

MAY [soothingly]. Good people are like that

sometimes, Annie.

ANNIE [sighing]. Yes, what with him and Mr.

Finnimore [laughing suddenly]. Poor little

Finnimore, he's done for. We 'shall see him dressed

up as Malvolio before he's finished.

MAY [horrified], Annie !

ANNIE, Lucy Griffin is after him, [Pushing black

Jiat, yellow flowers, etc., over towards MAY.] That's

part of the business. But, my dear, if she would

wear the hat I wanted her to wear, she would do the

whole thing in a month. As it is, it'll take the

winter.

MAY [with conviction]. She will never do for a

minister's wife.
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ANNIE. Poor man ! but it's nice to know he can

be foolish for once. What time are you off' to the

Town Hall ?

MAY. Not for an hour or so. But I've put on

the dress for you to see, dear. [She throws off the cloak.']

ANNIE, How perfectly, perfectly sweet !

MAY. It isn't my own, you know. Mother

borrowed it from my cousin. Do you like it ?

ANNIE [rapturously]. Lovely ! [Sighing] I do
wish I was coming, May,
MAY [eagerly]. That's one reason why I came in

now, dear. Do try your father once more. I do

want you to come.

ANNIE [enviously]. If I could.

MAY. It is only his fad, as you say.

ANNIE. It's only a fad.

MAY. He is prejudiced.
ANNIE. Yes it's only pjqjudice.
MAY. Why, he must be getHng quite used to the

word "
dancing" and "balls

" and all that, now he is

selling to the Courtney. It isn't quite the same

thing now, is it, dear ? When he sees nice people
like Mr. Wicksteed who own big halls, why, your
little Town Hall dance is nothing.

ANNIE. You ask him.

MAY [nervously]. Oh, I couldn't [peeps into shop].
I wonder if I could I would do anything Annie,
he's coming in where's my cloak !

[She makes a frenzied effort to get to

the cloak, but SCOTT stands in the
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doorway. He stands and looks at

them, struck motionless with

astonishment at the pink-clad

figure in the low-necked gown.
Then he makes a quick step for-

ward, but stops as if checked by
a thought. He looks troubled

and anxious. Silence for a

moment or two.

SCOTT, You're very smart, May.
MAY [timidly]. Yes, Mr. Scott.

SCOTT. It's a nice colour. [Puzzled] Your
father doesn't mind you wearing a low dress ?

MAY [trying to see hoiv low her neck is, but as it is

only a tiny V-shape this is not possible]. Is it very
bad?

SCOTT. I don't like it still [Turns to ANNIE]
Have you got the order book here, Nan ?

ANNIE [in a subdued voice]. Yes, father.

[Gives it to him. He turns to go.

MAY steps forward and lays a

trembling hand on his arm.

MAY. Oh, Mr. Scott, do let Annie come with me

to-night. I should love her to and mother is

coming and and

[SCOTT pauses at door.

SCOTT [to ANNIE]. Do you want to go ?

ANNIE [in a low voice]. Yes, father.

SCOTT. You may as well go.

ANNIE [surprised]. Father ! [Suddenly] I I
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won't wear a low neck, father, if you don't

like it.

MAY. Oh, Mr. Scott, it is kind. [But SCOTT has

gone. Breathlessly] Annie ! You see, already he

is getting better. [ANNIE does not reply.] Come up
to your room and let's see what you will wear.

[Before they reach the door SCOTT

comes back, folloived by TEWKES-

BURY, a thin, pale-faced man,

wearing a frock coat and a soft

hat. He speaks in a low voice

and continuously. He gets a

glimpse of the pink silk dress.

TBWKESBURY. We are gay to-night, aren't we ?

A dinner party, eh ? [Laughs softly.]

SCOTT. That is Miss Ruflford not not Annie.

TEWKESBURY. Miss Scott is a good woman and

will be a power in the church. How thankful you
must be for a daughter like that !

SCOTT [harshly]. I'm not alone in that, am I ?

TEWKESBL'RY. Your daughter is exceptional in

many ways. Mine are good girls, but they have

prevailed upon me to take them to the Town Hall

to-night. Their minds, I am afraid, are set much on

worldly things.

SCOTT. Annie is going.
TEWKESBURY. She is ? Well, doubtless you

weighed it up in your mind as I did, that this is

hardly so much a dance as it is a political gathering.

Many members of the Association I remember at the
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time the dance was suggested were much against the

proposal, but, as it was pointed out, private prejudice

must, in the interests of the community, give place to

political expediency. It does not do to alienate the

electorate [EUFFOBD'S whistle is heard outside. He

peeps round doorway] by a parade of personal

bias.

BUFFOKD [to TEWKESBUBY]. Talking ?

TEWKESBUBY. I was just proving to our friend

here the political morality of the Town Hall dance.

[Laughs gently.]

BUFFOBD. What you couldn't prove, Tuke, a

lawyer wouldn't look at.

TEWKESBUBY. Ha, ha ! that is meant for a com-

pliment, I'm sure.

SCOTT [impatiently]. Did you say you wanted my
signature or something.

BUFFOBD. What, another ! I say, Tuke, your

petitions are too many by half, even for a man with

a lively conscience. The ink can't be dry on the

last yet. [TEWKESBUBY laughs softly.] What was

the last ?

TEWKESBUBY. Scott remembers, don't you, Scott ?

He started it.

SCOTT. To oppose the starting of Sunday after-

noon concerts at the Foster Trust Hall.

BUFFOBD. Ah, yes I wouldn't sign, would I ?

TEWKESBUBY. No, in spite of my endeavours to

persuade you.
BUFFOBD. That failed, didn't it ?
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TEWKESBURY. Most unfortunately, yes.

RUFFORD. Fortunately, I say.

SCOTT [harshly]. It's crowded every Sunday.

They say they go to hear good music when it's the

opera they want. They'd have the acting if they
could. I'd oppose it again to-morrow.

TEWKESBURY. Well, well, whether right or wrong,
the borough has decided to have the concerts. With
the best wish in the world we cannot bully them
into our point of view. [Piously] We can but do

our small best and leave the rest. [Producing a roll of

paper] However, here is something you will both sign.

RUFFORD. What is it ? Put it into two words,

Tuke.

TEWKESBURY. The Four Corners Concert Rooms

people have asked for a renewal of their dancing
licence. We opposed it last year, you know, and

got a good number of signatures. I am hopeful we
shall be equally successful this year.

RUFFORD. It's a bad lot.

TEWKESBURY. It is deplorable that they secured

the drinking licence at the same time. The two

evils together have had a disastrous effect. The

neighbourhood has deteriorated to a terrible extent.

RUFFORD. That's one good thing about the

Courtney people they haven't got the drink licence,

Scott.

SCOTT [bitterly]. They send out for drinks.

TEWKESBURY. Well, come, come, that is not so

bad as having it on the premises.
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SCOTT [ignoring him]. Courtney's are very par-
ticular about the management of their business. If

anybody gets drunk he turns them out ! [Laughs

harshly.]

TEWKESBUBY [laughs gently]. It is refreshing to

find such people know the value of control. If the

proprietors are to be trusted so far, the entertain-

ments and amusements of the people need not be so

much a cause of anxiety to thoughtful Christians.

[Looking round] It will be strange to think of this

place peopled with gay figures such as I saw this

evening your daughter, Rufford

BUFFOBD. I'll thank you not to mention my
daughter in connection with a public dancing
hall.

TEWKESBUBY. Oh come, come don't however

much we may deplore the habits of certain members

of the fair sex, we cannot deny that they are

charming to look upon, and I was simply comparing
Miss May with them in appearance. We who know

her know that the nature is as sweet as the exterior.

BUFFOED [mollified]. She's a vain young minx.

TEWKESBUBY. She has a sweet voice I heard her

distinctly in the choir last Sunday well now, will

you sign ?

BUFFOBD. Yes. Come on, you talk-by-the-yard.

Where's the Onoto ?

[TEWKESBUBY, laughing gently, produces
the pen. BUFFOBD signs with a

flourish.
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TBWKESBUBY. The virtuous Griffin has given us his

signature.

BUFFOBD. Why shouldn't he ?

TEWKESBUBY. Why not indeed ? If a man can

reconcile his actions with his conscience, no one,

surely, has a right to say a word. Scott your

signature ?

[SCOTT takes the paper and the pen,

pauses. TEWKESBURY waits with

his hand held out to take the

paper immediately the signature

is given. There is a distinct

silence for a minute, then SCOTT

throws down the pen.

SCOTT. No I can't !

[Goes out R. suddenly.
BUFFOBD. Well, I'm

TEWKESBUBY. Hush when you come to think of

it, his position is perhaps a little peculiar.

BUFFOBD. Prove that go on prove it his

conscience is drunk, that's what is the matter with

him, and can't see straight.

[Turns to go. MBS. SCOTT comes to door.

MBS. SCOTT. Is father is Mr. Scott here ?

TEWKESBUBY. I fancy he has gone into the house,
Mrs. Scott. Can I call or

MBS. SCOTT. It doesn't matter, thank you.
TEWKESBUBY [turning to go]. I'll go on to

Hackett.

[ANNIE and MAY come in R. MAY is
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wearing her cloak. ANNIE wears a

simple high-necked frock of cream

colour and has tucked an artificial

red rose into her dark hair.

ANNIE. Is father here ?

TEWKESBUBY. Fie, fie ! I'm afraid you are not

going to the Band of Hope to-night.

MAY. We are going to the Town Hall.

TEWKESBUBY. I wonder if I might beg one dance

of you young ladies ? Would it be fair to forestall

all the young bachelors ?

ANNIE. Are you going ?

TEWKESBUBY. My daughters have prevailed on

me to leave the domestic hearth for one evening.

BUFFOBD [loudly]. What do you think your father

has done, Annie ?

ANNIE [a little startled]. Done ?

BUFFOBD. He won't sign this petition against the

Four Corners Dancing Hall ? He's never refused to

sign a petition before. He's

TEWKESBUBY [softly]. There's a customer in the

shop a little more gently
BUFFOBD [lowering his voice a little]. He has !

Do you know what he'll do next ? He won't sell

the shop to Courtney's. His conscience is bigger than

he is, and he's spoilt it. You mark my words.

Hang it all, a man shouldn't let his conscience make
a fool of him. [Goes out through shop.]

TEWKESBUBY. Till this evening. [Waves his hand

and follows BUFFOBD.]
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MAY. What a strange thing for your father to do,

Annie ! I suppose it's because his views about

dancing are changing.
ANNIE [dully.] No, I don't think it's that

MAY. I'm afraid I must go now, dear, to have my
hair done.

ANNIE. Call back for me, will you ?

MAY. Yes, dear.

[Goes through shop. LEONARD rushes

in R.

LEONARD. Wicksteed come yet ?

ANNIE. No.

LEONARD. Oh, my ! what a daisy ! What's up ?

ANNIE. I'm going to the Town Hall dance.

LEONARD. Go on ! Does father know ?

ANNIE. Do you think I should go if he didn't !

LEONARD. Well, you went to the whist drive.

ANNIE [almost remorsefully]. Yes I know.

LEONARD. Fancy you going out togged up like that !

Dad's getting sensible, isn't he ?

ANNIE [resting her elbows on the table and her chin

on her hands]. I wish I knew how far conscience

ought to take you.
LEONARD. Eh ? I'm going round to Farrer's.

[Goes through shop.]

MRS. SCOTT [coming to door]. Have you seen your
father, Annie ?

ANNIE. No. Isn't he there ?

MRS. SCOTT. No, dear.

ANNIE. You do look tired, mother. I am a brute
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to be dressing up like this and going out when you
are working.

MES. SCOTT [sitting down just inside the door itiih

an eye on shop]. There won't be many more days

now, my dear. How nice you look !

ANNIE. Do I ?

MRS. SCOTT. I wish Mr. Wicksteed would come

and father could get the business settled. I'm sure

it worries him. He hasn't sung a note all day.
ANNIE. Do you know what they are saying about

him ?

MRS. SCOTT [yawning]. No, my dear. I'm so glad

you are going with May.
ANNIE. They are saying father is going to turn

this place into a dancing saloon.

MRS. SCOTT. Your father has always been mis-

understood, my dear. People have called him names

ever since I can .remember.

ANNIE [indignantly]. Nobody ever called him

brave for leading so many forlorn hopes ?

MRS. SCOTT. Oh, no, not that. Why should they ?

He only did what he thought was right. Somebody
once called him Mr. Stiggins.

ANNIE [passionately]. What a shame !

MRS. SCOTT. I don't know who Mr. Stiggins was,

and neither did your father, so we didn't mind not

that he would have minded if he had known. He
is a good man. [Starting] Here's Mr. Wicksteed,

Annie. Where is your father ?

ANNIE. I will go and look in the house, mother.
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MRS. SCOTT [perturbed]. And there's a customer

ANNIE. Mr. Wicksteed will wait. Just tell him

how it is.

[MRS. SCOTT goes into shop. ANNIE

into house. WICKSTEED comes in.

He walks round whistling, ap-

praising the suitability of the room

for his purpose, hands in pockets.

ANNIE [coming in Z/.J. I'm so sorry, Mr. Wicksteed,
father has gone out somewhere without telling us.

I don't suppose he will be long.

WICKSTEED. There's no hurry. Well, Miss Annie,

and may I ask where you are off to ? You might be

coming with me and my girls to a Courtney.
ANNIE. I I was I'm going to the Town Hall,

to a dance.

WICKSTEED. So you don't share your father's

prejudice against the light fantastic ?

ANNIE. No. Do you think father is only just

prejudiced, Mr. Wicksteed ? He has got a lot of

prejudices, hasn't he? Sometimes lately I've

wondered if they weren't more than prejudices, real

convictions.

WICKSTEED. What is the difference between a

good strong prejudice and a conviction ?

ANNIE. A man would sacrifice things even his

life for a conviction.

WICKSTEED. And wouldn't he, if he were mad

enough, do it for a prejudice. Read your history

and see how many of so-called martyrs have not been
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bigoted fools ? Why, look here, on my honour, I

believe your father very nearly refused to sell the

business to me because he is against dancing ?

Thrown away good money for what a prejudice

against a thing he knows nothing about. Would
the world call that heroism ?

ANNIE [anxiously]. Did he really seem like that ?

WICKSTEED. I tell you, if I hadn't known him I

wouldn't have wasted my time on him especially

with Fleming's waiting.

ANNIE. I I think it is brave whenever a man
hurts himself for a cause even if it does seem a silly

cause.

WICKSTEED. Then you'd put a halo round a good

many fools' heads, Miss Annie. Your father is

bigoted and over religious, but after all he is a

business man, he is open to reason. Do you know
what I'm going to do? Take him over to the

Hornsey Courtney to-night to see what it's like.

[Looks triumphantly round.]

ANNIE. Listen

[SCOTT comes through shop. ANNIE

goes out R. slowly.

WICKSTEED. Well here I am. Had any more

offers ? [Laughs, takes out pocket-book and fumbles

among papers.] I've brought along an undertaking
here which you might run your eye over. [Puts

paper down. Turns to look at SCOTT who stands

away from the table.

SCOTT [without replying at once takes out the
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banknotes from his pocket and puts them on the

table and speaks iviih suppressed excitement}. I'm not

going to sell, Wicksteed. [Having made the plunge
his voice gets more confident] I'm not going to sell.

[Pushes the notes towards WICKSTEED, who stands

petrified with astonishment] Take them away.

[WICKSTEED looks at notes, then at SCOTT,

who becomes restive under the

look.

SCOTT. Put them away, I say, I won't have

them

WICKSTKED. Well, I damned, Scott ! Your con-

science will be the death of you.
SCOTT. Wouldn't it be death for me if I became

the bond slave of the devil ? The money is cursed.

[Pushes notes further aivay.]

WICKSTKFD [withforced patience.] Now, look here,

Scott, do be reasonable.

SCOTT [excitably]. I don't want to hear you
WICKSTEED. Have you really thought what you

are throwing away ? Have you faced the solid fact

that it is a chance such as you can never hope to have

again for a place like this ? Have you realised just
what that 500 means

SCOTT. I tell you it's the price of my soul

WICKSTEED [impatiently]. Your soul ! Common
sense, Scott please

SCOTT [with rising excitement]. Ye cannot serve

God and mammon is it not written ? When my
girl asked me to day if she could deck herself out and
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go to one of your dancing places, pandering to the

lusts of men, showing herself off in shamelessness,

could I say No ? Why couldn't I ? Because the

voice within said what about those banknotes in

your pocket, Thomas Scott the price of the souls

of other girls ? And when a brother of the church

asked me to help in clearing away a den of iniquity,
could I give him help ? No, because the voice cried

Hypocrite ! I tell you if I take that pointing to

notes] my hands are tied, my voice is silenced, I

become an impotent servant in the cause of righteous-
ness I

WICKSTEED. Scott you're ranting. I never

thought I should have to call you a prejudiced fool.

Before you throw away this chance, come and see for

yourself what exactly the devil is asking you to do.

Have you ever been to a dance in your life ?

SCOTT. No, and I never will go nor any of

mine

WICKSTEED [contemptuously]. You're acting on

prejudice, and for the sake of prejudice you are

throwing away an opportunity of setting your wife

free from the drudgery of a business that is going to

pieces ; you are tying that fine girl of yours up in a

little back room like this ; you are keeping your boy
from a career which he shows himself fitted for.

[SCOTT is silent and WICKSTEED'S voice

softens.

I admire a consistent man, Tom Scott. Be as con-

scientious as you please, but don't for Heaven's sake
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run amok in it. Think now, of the chance you are

offered I offer it you once more think what it

means. Everybody isn't going to the devil because

they don't agree with you. Times have changed
since you and I were Sunday school teachers together.
Do you think I didn't have scruples at first when I

went into the business ? Of course, but as I grew
more broad-minded, they vanished. You should have

seen how I sneaked into my first dance just like

a dog with its tail between its legs and I looked

into all the corners and behind all the curtains in

mortal fear lest I should see the devil squatting on

his hoofs ! But he wasn't there, mind you at least

not more than he is, say, on the Twopenny Tube.

[Pushing paper towards SCOTT] Read that over

it's a simple document. It's extraordinary how one's

opinions change. And it's a mercy they do, or

where would the world be ? There would be no

progress

[SCOTT has stood silent during this talk,

but as WICKSTBED pushes the notes

slightly across to him, he steps

back hastily and makes a motion

as if to keep him off.

SCOTT. No no I can't \liarshly]. You talk to

me of progress. That's the devil's own argument.
He's fooled a many with that, but he shan't fool me.

[Points to notes} You think you are doing a good

thing for me, Wicksteed, by trying to get me to

take those. But the devil is behind you and he's
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tempting me through you he's tempting me, I tell

you but he shan't get me yet.

WICKSTEED [rising angrily]. Go your own way,
then. You are a bigoted fool.

[MKS. SCOTT comes quietly in from shop.

RUFFORD [from outer shop door]. Coming down
to the chapel, Tommy Scott ?

[ANNIE and MAY come in E. Both

dressed for party as before.

WICKSTEED. Oh, yes, take him to the chapel.

[ETJFFOED comes in.

KUFFORD. What's up !

WICKSTEED [ironically]. Scott refuses to sell his

soul. [Goes out laughing.]

EUFFORD. Now, Scott, what's that conscience

SCOT 1
-
1

. I couldn't do it, George, I couldn't sell it.

RIKFFORD. Is this why you wouldn't sign that

petition ?

SCOTT [simply]. How could I ! It would have

been humbug.
RUFFORD [grimly]. Well, if your conscience is

all right now, come along and sign it. Tewkesbury's
across the road, yarning as usual.

[They go out, SCOTT talking excitedly.

Silence a moment. MRS. SCOTT

goes out R. hurriedly, wiping her

eyes.

MAY [almost timidly]. Are you ready, Annie ?

ANNIE. Tm not coming.
MAY. Not coming ! Mr. Scott never said
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ANNIE [Taking out the red flower]. Do you think

I could hurt his feelings ! [Pause.]

MAY. Good-night, dear.

ANNIE. Good-night.
MAY goes. MBS. SCOTT comes back and

ANNIE stands at table, idly picking

up the smart hat.

ANNIE. Isn't it time to close shop, mother ?

MRS. SCOTT. Not quite, my dear.

ANNIE. Tm not going out, mother.

[LEONABD runs through shop.

LEONARD [to ANNIE]. Thought you were going to

the dance

ANNIE. Len, father isn^t going to sell to

Courtney's
LEONARD. Eh ?

ANNIE. He can't

LEONARD. Why can't he ?

MRS. SCOTT [quietly]. Your father thinks it would

be wrong to sell to a dancing hall, Len.

[LEONARD receives the news in silence.

ANNIE. Had had you told anybody about the

the

LEONARD. No.

[Goes out sloivly R. with books. ANNIE

follows him. MRS. SCOTT breaks

down and cries pitifully, then as

SCOTT comes through shop she tries

to pretend she lias only been bloiv-

ing her nose.
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SCOTT [in consternation at his wife, tearful].

Mother

MBS. SCOTT [meekly]. Yes, dear

[SCOTT comes up to her. She tries to

face him out, but cries all the

time.

MBS. SCOTT [sobbing]. The children, Tom
[There is silence a moment ; then SCOTT

says huskily,

SCOTT. Do you think I didn't think of them,
Nellie ?

MBS. SCOTT [iveeping]. Was it necessary ?

SCOTT [after a pause]. That's what the devil asked

me, Nell. He nearly got me there. He always finds

out the weakest spot. If I had done it, what do you
think it would have been done for ? [MRS. SCOTT

shakes her head.] For Len's scholarship. [Takes
her hands in his.] Narrow is the gate, my dear

MBS. SCOTT [sighing]. You're a good man.

[Pause. Rising] I heard someone

[SCOTT goes into shop. MBS. SCOTT goes

R. JOHNNY and PETEBS come

through shop.

PETEBS [incredulous]. Don't tell me.

JOHNNY. I wish I couldn't. I like a man to be

consistent, but hang it all, this

PETEBS. You mean to tell me he has thrown away
500 for conscience" sake ?

JOHNNY. He's thrown away a jolly good chance of

getting rid of a burnt-out business and putting his
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wife and family into comfort. Religious selfishness,

that's what I call it.

PETERS. Well, I don't know ; I call it rather fine.

JOHNNY. He ought to think of his family. A man
has no right to make them suffer for his moral fads.

PETERS. A family is a nice excuse. Any coward

can get behind that.

JOHNNY [turning on him]. I thought you didn't

like him.

PETERS. I don't know about liking, but are you

really leaving here ?

JOHNNY. Yes. [With a grin] Want my room?

PETERS [awkwardly, conscious of JOHNNY'S smile],

Y S.

JOHNNY. You do !

PETERS [with forced laughter]. It will be a novelty
to have breakfast with a man who won't sell his soul.

[Goes through shop,]

JOHNNY. Well of all the

[ANNIE comes in R. SCOTT comes from
shop.

SCOTT. Just watch shop, Annie.

ANNIE. Yes, father.

[There is a short silence. SCOTT goes out R.

JOHNNY. I'm so sorry.

ANNIE [sharply]. What about.

JOHNNY [startled]. That Mr. Scott hasn't sold

ANNIE. How can you say so ! I'm proud of him.

JOHNNY. Well I mean that you aren't rid of

it, you know.
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ANNIE [passionately]. And to think I said he only
had fads ? Did you ever hear me say that ?

JOHNNY. It was quite natural

ANNIE. It wasn't natural. I ought to have known

better. And then we danced in here that night
and he never knew

JOHNNY. We weren't to know that he felt so

deeply
ANNIE. How could I have been so stupid ? I hate

myself and when he did say at first he would sell

I saw [passionately] his conscience was sick

JOHNNY. Sick

ANNIE. I could see it in his eyes. Oh ! they were

sad. You never saw it ! [JOHNNY shakes his head

apologetically.] You could never understand father ?

JOHNNY [soothingly]. I admire him for his earnest-

ness

ANNIE [almost crying]. Iam a brute dressingupand

making a fuss about dancing and and [JOHNNY

attempts to comfort her.] No, don't do that go away.
JOHNNY. I I am going away, really

ANNIE [stopping her crying]. What !

JOHNNY [apologetically, feeling himself nobody].

They have appointed me manager of a stores at

Hampstead.
ANNIE. Do you want to go ?

JOHNNY. It is a splendid chance and and you
won't look at me you

ANNIE [witJwut looking at him]. When are you

going ?
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JOHNNY. Next week.

ANNIE. Next week ! Oh !

[JOHNNY springs forward at the sound

of her voice.

JOHNNY. Annie !

ANNIE. Don't don't

JOHNNY. Come with me you shall go to Paris

and wear pretty hats and

ANNIE. Don't talk of those things.

JOHNNY [holding her fast]. But you do want

them and when you are married to me
ANNIE. You aren't so good as father. Would

you sell your soul ?

JOHNNY [kissing her.] How beautiful you are !

[Voices heard. SCOTT and MRS. SCOTT

come in R. dressed for walking.
SCOTT. We are going to chapel, Annie. I am

going to see Mr. Finnimore about Griffin being on

the platform.

[They go out arm in arm.

ANNIE [looking after them]. What would the

world say of him ?

[Through the open shop door comes a

laugh and then WICKSTEED'S voice.

WICKSTEED. What a fool !

CURTAIN.
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serious and highly competent workman, he writes no dull or

weak lines ; he can be both allusive and direct, and now and

then he approaches Ibsen's power of imparting to prose

the incomparable emotional effect of poetry." Nation,

Sept. 1 8, 1909.

" Whatever Mr. Granville Barker does on a stage, or behind

it, is a matter for both respect and delight. One has to respect,

too, what he writes ; for he will take none of the cheap and

nasty ways to a kind of success ; he tries for fine things, his

ideas are liberal, his circumstantial observation of a scene is

very close, and his nicety of characterisation . . . borders on

the marvellous, like the discrimination of expert wool-sorters

and tea-tasters." Manchester Guardian.

" Le theatre est avant tout pour lui un moyen de combat."

Revue Germanique, 1912.



GRANVILLE BARKER

THE VOYSEY INHERITANCE
This play deals with the moral problems that present them-

selves to Edward Voysey, when he learns that the solicitor's

business which he inherits from his father is based on a

system of misappropriation of trust funds. He seeks justifica-

tion for his attempt to put matters straight, and his actions are

criticised from various points of view by the other members

of his family. Finally he is reconciled to the distasteful task

by the encouragement of his cousin Alice Maitland.

" An amazingly vivid, grimly humorous picture of a

prosperous mid- Victorian English family; it is merciless

and intensely comic. . . . Moreover, it has a delicate, sub-

dued strain of love -interest, with a pleasantly pathetic

flavour." Westminster Gazette.

" The play represents one of the very best specimens of

the modern English dramatic school. It is thoughtful, it is

serious, it is interesting, it is dramatic
;

it touches real

problems, and gives us real personages." W. L. Courtney in

the Daily Telegraph.

Eighth Impression. Cloth, zs. net ; Paper, is. 6d. net.

Also in
" Three Plays" with " The Marrying of Anne Leete

"

and " Waste." Cloth, 5*. net.

* All Plays in this list, unless otherwise described,

are published in Crown octavo, ~j\
x 5 inches.



GRANVILLE BARKER

WASTE
"enforces with a certain sombre power" (says the Church Family

News), "and without pandering to pruriency, the teaching

so often ignored, so bitterly resented, so surely true, that the

wages of sin is death." The story, put briefly, shows how

the career of Henry Trebell, a rising young politician, is

ruined by his momentary intrigue with an attractive but

empty-headed married woman. She refuses to face the

scandal that is in prospect, and dies as the result of her

attempt to destroy Trebell's child. Trebell, with his

political career cut short, finds nothing left to live for, and

commits suicide.

" To have read Waste twice through carefully is to recog-

nise it as a fine intellectual achievement subtle, profound,

interesting, just. ... It is packed with subjects, and with

original thought about those subjects." Times.

" This play is a superb tragedy, relentless, pitiful,

veracious." Daily Chronicle.

"A reading of it confirms our opinion that in it we have

one of the notable plays of modern times." Atheneeum,

"
It is full of ideas, it is rich in knowledge of life. Its one

sex phase, to which doubtless objection was taken, makes for

purity and anti-sensualism as much as the most verbally correct

of modern comic operas or musical comedies may make for

the opposite." C. K. S. in the Sphere.

Eighth Impression. Cloth, zs. net ; Paper, is. 6d. net.

Also in
" Three Plays" with " The Marrying ofAnn Leete"

and " The Voysey Inheritance." Cloth, 5/. net.



GRANVILLE BARKER

THE MADRAS HOUSE
"The unifying principle of the play," Mr. Max Beerbohm

said in the Saturday Review,
"

is that the theme throughout
is the present and future of woman woman regarded from

various standpoints, moral, aesthetic, economic, and so on."

Constantine Madras, once a man-milliner of Bond Street, has

turned Mahommedan. His brother-in-law, Henry Huxtable,

has six unmarried daughters at home in Denmark Hill, and a

large drapery establishment where the living-in system has

produced suspicion of a scandal. Another view is presented

by Eustace Perrin State, a sentimental American business-man

who has come to negotiate for the purchase of the Madras

House. Philip and Jessica Madras, with their friend Major

Thomas, also contribute to the debate.

" You can read The Madras House at your leisure, dip into

it here and there, turn a tit-bit over lovingly on the palate

. . . and the result is, in our experience, a round of pleasure.

. . . That priceless companion the sentimental American

capitalist, Mr. State . . . 'has never read the Koran an

oversight [he makes a mental note].' . . . The Madras House is

so good in print that everybody should make a mental note to

read it, like Mr. State with the Koran." Times.

" The play has a cornucopious flow of ideas
;

it has wit,

pungency, surprisingness, relevance to modern life, and perfect

freedom from stupidities of every kind
;
and it gives you the

feeling of contact with an uncommon, eager, luminous

mind." Manchester Guardian.

"Tous ceux qui s'interessent aux moeurs veritables de

1'Angleterre devront lire la piece de Mr. Granville Barker."

Mercure de France.

Third Impression. Cloth, zs. net ; Paper, is. 6d. net.



BARKER SCRN I TZLER

ANATOL
A Sequence of Dialogues

By ARTHUR SCHNITZLER, paraphrased for the English

Stage by GRANVILLE BARKER.

CONTENTS

(I) Ask no Questions and you'll hear no Stories (II) A
Christmas Present (III) An Episode (IV) Keepsakes

(V) A Farewell Supper (VI) Dying Pangs (VII) The

Wedding Morning.

Anatol is an amorous but inconstant bachelor of Vienna ;

his friend Max is another, but more philosophical and

phlegmatic. Anatol appears in all the Dialogues, Max in

five of them ; but there is a different lady in each of the

seven, and with them as foils Anatol shows himself by turns

sentimental, jealous, disillusioned, self-critical, absurdly vain,

and incurably volatile. " He makes a fine art of his love-

affairs, and carefully diagnoses the sensations they produce."

"Anatol is a bad lot, but the dialogues in which he

figures are little masterpieces of polished, glittering lucidity

and point. . . . Mr. Granville Barker has certainly made

excellent English of them." Manchester Guardian.

Third Impression. Cloth, zs. net; Paper, is. 6d. net.



H O U S M A N B A R K E R

PRUNELLA
or Love in a Dutch Qarden

By LAURENCE HOUSMAN and GRANVILLE BARKER

tells how Pierrot saw Prunella through the hedge of her

aunts' formal garden, and crept through to her, bringing

romance (as she thought) ;
how he wooed her and carried her

off through the window of her room down a ladder of dreams ;

how he deserted her thereafter, and left her desolate ;

and finally how she found him again when everything seemed

to have turned against her.

"A very charming love-tale, which works slowly to a

climax of great and touching beauty." Daily News.

"This exquisite little fantasy is not the least of the addi-

tions to our dramatic literature which we owe to the Court

Theatre enterprise. It reads as charmingly as it acted, and

that is saying much. It is full of quaint invention, humour,

irony, and pathos." Tribune.

Pott 4/0, with frontispiece by Laurence Housman and music of
"

Pierrot's Serenade
"

(which can be obtained separately, \s. 6d. net),

decorated cloth, $s. net.

Sixth Impression. Theatre Edition, Paper, is. net.



GRANVILLE BARKER

THE

MARRYING OF ANN LEETE
is set in the eighteenth century. The play shows how Ann,
on the verge of contracting a marriage of convenience with

Lord John Carp, revolts from the decadence of her family and

deliberately marries a healthy young gardener. "We've all

been in too great a hurry to be civilised," she says to her

husband ;

"
I mean to go back ... I was afraid to live . . .

and now I am content."

"
Delicate, sensuous, half-modish, half-poetic." Nation.

" As a piece of literature it is splendid ; its language is full

of point and wit, and the scenes and costumes help to conjure

up the idea of a picture by Watteau." Court Journal.

Fourth Impression. Cloth, ^s. net; Paper, is. 6d. net.

Note.}

THREE PLAYS
By GRANVILLE BARKER

includes

THE MARRYING OF ANN LEETE

THE VOYSEY INHERITANCE

AND WASTE

Cloth, 5/. net. (Postage, ^d.}

Also a Special Edition, limited to 50 copies, signed by the Author,

extra bound in three volumes, in a case, 2 is. net per set.

(Postage, 6d.}



JOHN MASEFIELD

THE TRAGEDY OF POMPEY
THE GREAT

ARGUMENT. In the years 50 and 49 B.C., Cneius Pompeius

Magnus, the head of the patrician party, contested with

C. Julius Cassar, the popular leader, for supreme power in the

State. Their jealousy led to the trouble of the Civil War,
in which, after many battles, Cneius Pompeius Magnus was

miserably killed.

ACT I. The determination of Pompeius to fight with his

rival, then marching upon Rome.
ACT II. The triumph of Pompey's generalship at

Dyrrachium. His overthrow by the generals of his

staff. His defeat at Pharsalia.

ACT III. The death of that great ruler on the seashore

of Pelusium in Egypt.

" In this Roman tragedy, while we admire its closely knit

structure, dramatic effectiveness, and atmosphere of reality

. . . the warmth and colour of the diction are the most

notable things. . . . He knows the art of phrasing ; he has

the instinct for and by them." Atheneeum.

"
Fine, nervous, dramatic English. Words which eat into the

soul, which have a meaning, which are revelatory of character.

A fine virility about the whole play and its conception. An
altogether admirable piece of writing which fully justifies Mr.
Masefield's real literary distinction." Observer.

" He has written a great tragedy. . . . The dialogue is

written in strong, simple, and nervous prose, flashing with

poetic insight, significance, and suggestion. The characters

are intensely alive, the situations are handled by a master

hand, and the whole play is pregnant with that high and

solemn pathos which is the gift of the born writer of

tragedies." Morning Post.

Third Impression. Cloth, 3*. 6d. net; Paper, is. 6d. net.
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GITHA SOWERBY

RUTHERFORD & SON
The real hero or villain of this play is literally "Rutherford

& Son," i.e. the firm established by the lifelong labour of John
Rutherford. To this idol in his old age he sacrifices every-

thing ;
he robs his son of a trade-secret to maintain the Works,

and to maintain the firm's dignity he drives from his house his

daughter and his trusted head-man, who are secret lovers.

Opposed and hated by his children, he is at last driven to

bargain with his daughter-in-law for control of the grandson
who is to carry on the business ; and " Rutherford's

"
emerges

triumphant.

" Miss Sowerby's Rutherford and Son is the best first play

since Chains of Miss Elizabeth Baker. . . . Her play is exactly

like Chains in the complete subordination of everything to a

persistent main theme. Both plays are the work of an

aesthetic puritan." Saturday Review.

"Literary enough to make excellent reading." Daily

Express.

"It is a finely constructed play and a remarkable first

work." Catholic Herald.

" I have read few good acting plays which are so con-

secutive and satisfactory to read." T. P.'s Weekly.

Second Impression. Cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; Paper, is. 6d. net.
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ELIZABETH BAKER

CHAINS
This play, originally produced by the Play Actors' Society,

and subsequently one of the successes of the Frohman

Repertory Theatre, deals with the life of London clerks and

their families. Miss Baker's hero, Charlie Wilson, struggles

to emancipate himself from his narrow life ; and is on the

point of emigrating to the Colonies when he finds that he is

going to become a father. Such are the "chains" that tie

him to his life at home.

"It is not often that the theatre in England sets one

thinking ;
still less often does it open up an imperial horizon.

But the play called Chains, at the Repertory Theatre, does

both." Daily Mail.

" We have nothing but praise for the conception and

handling of Chains, which seems to us quite the most notable

piece of pure realism that has been produced concerning the

English lower-middle class." Bookman.

"It is just the sort of play that one likes to buy and read,

for it is real and alive, and a play full of ideas." Daily

Mail.

" Chains certainly is a book to be read." Westminster

Gazette.

Third Impression. Cloth, \s. 6d. net ; Paper, is. net.

%* See also p. 22.
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LAURENCE HOUSMAN

PAINS AND PENALTIES:
The Defence of Queen Caroline

This play has been described by the Lord Chamberlain

in the course of refusing to license its performance as

dealing with "
a sad historical episode of comparatively recent

date in the life of an unhappy lady." Mr. Housman, in in-

troducing his defence of Queen Caroline, Consort of George

IV., points out that the "
unhappy lady

"
has been dead for

ninety years, during which period her memory has rested

under a cloud which the main drift of his play is calculated to

remove.

" This play has been censored. It is a play by a poet and

artist. And it goes very deeply and hauntingly into the

heart. The note that it sounds is the note of Justice, and he

would indeed be either a fearful or a fawning reader who
could find aught to object to in it." Observer.

Cloth, 3/. 6d. net; Paper, is. 6<t. net.

THE CHINESE LANTERN
A fantastic play in a quaint Chinese setting, telling how

Tikipu, the drudge of an art-school, tried to learn how to

paint, and was taken away into a magic picture of Wiowani
for three years. Meanwhile the little slave-girl Mee-Mee

faithfully awaits his return, which occurs just as she has given

up hope and is about to poison herself to avoid a forced

marriage with Yunglangtsi, a gross body with a grocer's soul.

Mee-Mee and Tikipu run away together.

Pott 4/0, Cloth, $s. 6d. net.
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GILBERT CANNAN

FOUR PLAYS
James and John: Miles Dixon : Mary's Wedding:

and A Short Way with Authors

James and "John describes with true pathos the home-coming
of a convict father who has served his sentence for embezzle-

ment and the way in which he is received by his family.

Miles Dixon and Mary's Wedding are two dialect dramas of

Westmoreland folk, the former of a tramp-poet wooing a

married woman by night, the latter of a girl who failed to

redeem her lover from his drunkard's habits.

A Short Way with Authors is a brilliant satirical farce directed

against the methods and mannerisms of the popular actor-

manager.

" Miles Dixon is the only play we know in which a writer

has shown himself strong enough to train upon Synge and yet

be all the more fully himself after it. ... It is one of the

most deeply moving of all modern plays." Manchester

Guardian.

" No one who reads discriminatingly the collection of short

plays . . . can fail to recognise in three of the four not only

poetic conception but also the language and treatment of

poetry. The exception is just a little joke dashed off in high

spirits." Sunday Times.

" These plays contain the best work he has yet given to the

public." Scotsman.

Cloth, 2s. 6d. net.



EDWARD GARNETT

THE TRIAL OF JEANNE D'ARC
follows with some exactitude the actual course, in historical

outline, of the trial of Jeanne d'Arc for heresy in January-

May 1431.

"
It is a powerful presentment of a situation charged with

dramatic interest ; the reproduction of an atmosphere of

political and ecclesiastical chicane, of hypocrisy, trickery, and

brutality, involving the solitary figure of the Maid. It

presents the concentrated essence of the public life of the

fifteenth century an age of a decadent and sophistical

Church, and an equally decadent militarism, finding their

contrast in the earlier religious ideal personified in Jeanne."

Pall Mall Gazette.

" The play can be read with continual interest and frequent

admiration in the study." English Review.

" Mr. Garnett has succeeded in reproducing the historical

atmosphere in no slight measure. Certainly, also, he has not

failed to reveal much of the extraordinary psychological

interest of the trial." Westminster Gazette.

Cloth, 3/. 6d. net.



ALLAN MONKHOUSE

MARY BROOME
" Mr. Monkhouse's play is fantastic, though it has the great

merit of directness in the handling of its situation. Its story

is that of the seduction of a servant-girl by a semi-artist,

and then enforced marriage upon the insistence of a rigidly

conventional parent. . . . Mary Broome was one of the most

interesting of the plays presented by Miss Horniman's com-

pany. ... It has a quality rare enough in the theatre, a

quality of sweetness in irony that is hardly to be found in

English outside the pages of Mr. Henry James." Gilbert

Cannan in Rhythm.

"
Unquestionably the strongest, the most courageous, and

the most penetrating play that we have had from an English-

man this decade. ... It is a drama of which the British stage

may well be proud." Manchester Courier.

"
It is a very fine work to read." Daily News.

Second Impression. Cloth, zs. net ; Paper, is. 6d. net.

V See also p. 22.



LADY BELL

THE WAY THE MONEY GOES
"The story of the simple-minded excellent woman caught

for a time by the wiles of the street ' bookie
' and the

sneaking pedlar, is humorous and also pathetic. Lady Bell

makes her people live
; obviously they are founded upon

observation of life, and the fine insight into character that

is the foundation of imagination in drama. True artistic

instinct prevents her from turning the play into a pamphlet."
Westminster Gazette.

" Decidement cet ouvrage restera comme 1'un des plus

saisissants tableaux de la vie ouvriere dans 1'Angleterre

contemporaine." Revue Germanique.

Cloth, is. 6d. net ; Paper; is. net.

JAMES BYRNE

LORDS & MASTERS
This is a study of the relations between a brutal husband and

his wife and the wife's admirer, in which the wife undergoes

a revulsion of feeling on discovering a liaison between her

lover and his landlady's daughter.

" The technique of the play is exceptionally good. Every
sentence helps forward the action. There is no irrelevance."

Daily News.

" This thoughtful and interesting little play." Glasgow

Herald.

Cloth, is. 6d. net; Paper, is. net.
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STANLEY HOUGHTON

KINDLE WAKES
has caused a great deal of discussion wherever it has been

performed. The son of a wealthy Lancashire mill-owner has

accidentally met, and spent a seaside week-end with, a mill-

girl, the daughter of a working man, who is, nevertheless, an

old friend of his father's. The young man is already engaged
to be married. When his fault is discovered, his parents and

those of the girl determine that he must make " an honest

woman "
of her

;
but when everything is apparently arranged,

the mill-girl strenuously resists, and refuses to marry him.

The play ends with a powerful scene between the young man
and his fiance'e.

" His characters are all living persons, no mere puppets,

and because of that he is a real dramatist." Bookman.

" A notable addition to modern drama. He raises no new

problem, but his treatment of an old one breathes the spirit

of the age in its refusal to be bound by conventional ideas."

Dundee Advertiser.

"
It is as good to read as to see ; and better still to think

over." Theatreland.

Fourth Impression. Cloth, ^s. net; Paper, is. 6d. net.



STANLEY HOUGHTON

THE YOUNGER GENERATION
The theme of this comedy is the emancipation of the

three children of Mr. and Mrs. Kennion from the stern

control of their parents. The two sons stay out late, and

one gets intoxicated
;
and the daughter engages herself to a

friend of her brothers of whom her parents disapprove.

Freedom is obcained for them by the sane intervention of an

uncle
;
and in the culminating scene Mr. Kennion is forced

into a lie when challenged by his son with " Have you never

been drunk yourself?
"

The play was first produced at the Manchester Repertory

Theatre, and has had a successful West End run at the

Haymarket Theatre.

Cloth, zs. net ; Paper, is. 64. net.

FIVE ONE-ACT PLAYS
The Dear Departed is a comedy dealing with an old man
who is supposed to have died, but rises from his trance to

interrupt the quarrels of his relatives over his property.

Fancy Free is the story of a frustrated elopement, husband

and wife meeting at an hotel by accident.

The Master of the House is a small but powerful sketch of a

gaol-bird returning home to sponge upon his father, whom he

finds dead.

Phipps is a farce, the butler Phipps proving himself a better

man than his master the baronet, and reconciling him to his

wife.

The Fifth Commandment shows how a selfish mother pretends

to be an invalid and prevents her daughter from marrying,

only to find that she herself loses a suitor.

Cloth, zs. net ; Paper, is. 6d. net.
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B. MACDONALD HASTINGS

THE NEW SIN

The plot of this play, which caused a great sensation on its

production at the Royalty Theatre in London, February

1912, turns upon the will of a rich and eccentric manufacturer

with twelve children, which causes Hilary Cutts, the eldest

of them, to feel that he is committing a
" new sin

"
by

continuing to live ; because only after his death can his

impoverished brothers and sisters come into the fortune that

is awaiting each of them. One of the worthless brothers

commits a murder in Hilary's room, and the latter sees his

opportunity and allows himself to be convicted of the

crime and sentenced to death ; but the penalty is commuted

to penal servitude. Tableau.

"
Bravo, Mr. Macdonald Hastings ! A writer who can give

us, as his first dramatic essay, a play so profoundly interesting,

so ingenious, and withal so curiously bizarre, ought to go

far." Daily Telegraph.

"A vivid and brilliant piece of dramatic composition."

Morning Leader.

" One of the most notable plays of recent years." Aberdeen

Free Press.

Cloth, 2s. net; Paper, is. net.



B. MACDONALD HASTINGS

LOVE AND WHAT THEN?
shows the revolt of the youthful and light-hearted wife of an

austere provincial clergyman, whom she shocks by her insistence

on appearing at an entertainment of his parishioners in a very

short-skirted costume. Further, she flirts rather dangerously
with a young naval lieutenant, but is saved from irreparable

error by the intervention of a kindly and unconventional

Bishop.

" One of the smartest modern comedies we have read for

many a day. The dialogue from first to last shines with

sparkling wit, and the plot shows outstanding originality of

construction." Dundee Advertiser.

Cloth, 2s. net ; Paper, is. net.

THE TIDE
"an emancipated melodrama," as the author calls it, tells of

the romantic career of Felicity Scarth, who at eighteen was

robbed of her illegitimate child, at twenty-one became rich

and attempted to stifle her craving for the child by a life of

dissipation, and at thirty-four attempted suicide to end every-

thing. By the help of a doctor she rediscovers her child, now
a grown girl of eighteen, and after further trials all ends happily
for both mother and daughter.

"It is miles in front of the common 'London success.'"

Manchester Guardian.

Cloth, 2s. net; Paper, is. net.



C. B. FERNALD

THE MARRIED WOMAN
This play, by the author of The Cat and the Cherub, shows

how a girl, alarmed by her ignorance of what marriage

means, seeks to find out before committing herself to matri-

mony, but is carried away by natural feeling. Her marriage

turns out to be a failure, and she accepts an unconventional

solution of her difficulties offered by a former lover.

"
It is a very clever, truly amusing comedy ... a comedy

of idea, with a witty dialogue and some very clever character-

drawing. . . . This bold, able, amusing play . . . interesting

and effective." Westminster Gazette.

" The author of the Married Woman proves himself just as

competent as the author of Getting Married, and the difference

between the two is that the former is wholly coherent."

Sunday Times.

Cloth, 3/. 6d. net.

LEONARD INKSTER

THE EMANCIPATION
"A study under the microscope of a quite ordinary and

perfectly comic family in a provincial town. The son of

the house . . . signalises his individuality by falling in

love with the maid -servant, an intentionally unimpressive

demonstration of individuality, and is surprised in some

honest, if blundering, love-making. That is all the play,

and Mr. Inkster has filled it to the brim with amazing little

bits of observation. . . . We liked this play enormously.

There is beauty, submission and fantasy in it." Manchester

Guardian.

Cloth, 2s. net ; Paper, \s. 6d. net.
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ALLAN MONKHOUSE

THE EDUCATION OF MR.
SURRAGE

In this comedy the son and two daughters of Mr. Surrage, a

retired business-man, seek to bring their father's ideas up to

date by inviting to their house for a week-end a budding

dramatist, an artist with more reputation than money, and a

bohemian lady. By acquaintance with them the " education
"

of Mr. Surrage is accomplished at the expense of his

children's ideals, and not without great amusement to the

reader.

Cloth, 2s. net ; Paper, is. 6d. net.

ELIZABETH BAKER

THE

PRICE OF THOMAS SCOTT
This play, written with all the intimate knowledge of her

characters that is to be expected of the author of Chains,

shows the struggles of a draper, with a failing business and

a growing son, against the temptation to sell his shop to a

purchaser who intends to convert it into a dancing-hall.

Thomas Scott is a devout chapel-goer and a Puritan, and

realises that he cannot serve both God and Mammon.

Cloth, zs. net; Paper, is. dd. net.



SIXPENNY ONE-ACT PLAYS

MESSRS. SIDGWICK & JACKSON, LTD., have

pleasure in announcing a series of one-act

plays, to be issued at the price of 6d. net in

wrappers. Amongst the first will be

MISS TASSEY, by ELIZABETH BAKER.

THE LITTLE STONE HOUSE, by

GEORGE CALDERON.

Enquiries regarding the representation of any

of the plays in this list may be made of the

Publishers^ who will be pleased to give the neces-

sary information as to fees and other conditions.
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